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The owner of the State News
Company in Rockland. Sidney I.
Segal, was served a writ Dec. 16.
1957, to appear in the February
term of Knox Superior Court to !
face a libel suit based on a story i
that was pr inted in Confidential
magazine, one of the publications
that he distributes in this area. ;
The writ, which was made pub
lic Thursday by Knox County
Clerk of Courts Miss Pear! E.
Borgerson. calls for the attach
ment of Segal’s property to the
amount of $25 000 pending the out- ;
come of the trial.
The litigation was issued by
George Gainford of New York
City, the manager of boxer Sugar !
Ray Robinson, through his at
torney in Lewiston, Lcuis Scolnik.
The writ stated that an article
entitled “The Fight Sugar Ray
Won On A Fix’’ on pages 20, 21.
52 and 54 of the March, 1956.
issue of Confidential magazine
was “malicious, defamatory and
libelous to the plaintiff.
The
writer, Harry McCarthy wrote the
story Jan. 7, 1956, according to

the writ.
Gainford
asserted that the
article hindered his income since
it prevented Robinson from securing boxing matches after the
story appeared in print.
The writ was the fourth one
i.ssued to distributors of the magazine in Maine, the other thr?°
being in Androscoggin, Cumber
land and Penobscot counties. Six
more writs are expected to be
served to distributors around the
State in a very short time.
It was reported that Charles
Cohen of Portland will represent
all the dealers in the various
terms of Superior Court in Maine.
Segal, however, declined to men
tion whether the dealers or the
Harrison Publishing Company of
New York City, the publishers of
Confidential magazine, will pay
for the defense.
Segal operates a general wholesab- magazine, newspaper and
book distribution firm, servicing
th retailers of the area. He re
ceives his stocks from distribu
tors allied with the publishers.
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Murrianne Kiskila

!

Camden and Owls Mrs. Evelyn Cates

< <>a*t
Guard base
Guardsmen
background

Guardsmen and Rockland police are shown dragging the harbor bottom between the ( oast
and the O’Hara dock Thursday morning. The body of Percy Henderson was found by (oast
using a small landing craft at a position about under the O’Hara ice chute shown in the
at the dock’s edge.
Photo by Cullen

Percy Henderson. 37. of Brooklin. i a position opposite the ice chute
a deckhand aboard the scallop where draggers take aboard ice
Donna Wooster
dragger Pocahontas, was drowned before leaving for the banks.
in Rockland harbor off the O’Hara
The Coast Guard used its 40 foot Placed In Local
docks sometime Wednesday eve picket boat and an LCP from a 65
ning.
foot light station supply boat from Home Temporarily
Dr. Hugo Hochschild of Thomas-' Portland which happened to be at
ton, Knox County medical exami- the base at the time. Police used a
Donna Wooster, 14, of Rockport
» ner,, who viewed the body at the skiff obtained from Sncw Marine who was the principal in an esca
Coast Guard Base at 12.45 p. m. Basin which was owned by Richard
pade earlier in the week which re
Thursday set the hour of death as Esponette. The dory was manned
approximately 14 hours previously by patrolmen Frank Nash and Al sulted in her being found uncon
—or about 10.45 p. m. Wednesday. bert Smith. Boatswains Mate Ed scious in the rear seat of a car
A fellow crewman aboard the ward Brown was in charge of the belonging to a Warren man, is now
dragger related that Henderson Coast Guard's 40 footer.
housed in a Rockland home at the
was last seen by him at 6 p. m
The crew of the LX?P brought up direction of the State Department
Wednesday. At that time, he was
Henderson’s body a short time after of Health and Welfare.
talking with the Pocahontas’ mas
joining the search. He was moved I The girl was found in the rear
ter, Capt. Maynard Lammi of Rock
to the garage of the Coast Guard 1 seat of the car of Ira Perry, War
port, on the deck of the dragger
Base which adjoins the O’Hara ren grain dealer, about 1 $>. m.
Wawenock
t|
docks to wait inspection by the Tuesday. Mr. Perry had last used
The Pocahontas was lying out
the car on a trip from Rockland
medical examiner.
board of the trawler Wawenock on
to his home about 2.30 a. m. Tues
the eastern side of the F. J. O'Hara ! Henderson had been working on day. He was unaware of her pres
fishing
boats
out
of
Rockland
the
and Sons dock on Tillson Avenue
ence.
at the time. The Wawenock, cap past two or three years, alternating
Police and a physician called by
tained by Robert Anderson of betw’een the Rhode Island, the Mr. Perry removed the uncon
Wawenock
and
the
Pocahontas.
Thomaston, sailed for the fishing
scious girl to Knox Hospital where
The body was removed to the
banks early Thursday. Both ves
she was reported to be suffering
sels are owned by Harvey Gamage, I Burpee Funeral Home where an from shock, exposure and appar
;
autopsy
was
performed
at
10
a.
South Bristol shipyard owner.
ent malnutrition.
The Pocahontas had been in port m. Friday by Dr. Irving I. GoodLater, she told a fantastic story
some four or five weeks undergoing off. Waterville pathologist. The of being abducted and taken to
engine repairs and the crew’ was post mortem examination was Massachusetts and finally escap
preparing to take her to sea when made at the request of County ing from her abductor in Rockland
Dr.
the accident occurred, according to Attorney Curtis Pay.«on.
Monday evening and taking refuge
I Hugo Hochschild of Thomaston,
the crew’ members.
in the Perry car which was parked
A search for Henderson was un county medical examiner, ren on Main street near the Elks Club.
derway in the city as early as 5 dered a verdict of accidental
Her story was disproved when
a. m. with crew members checking drowning.
Rockland police learned of the
Representatives of the Jordan case and went to the hospital to
locations where he might have gone
after possibly making his way Funeral Home in Elswoith were see her. They had orders to pick
ashore unseen by others.
• to remove the body to Ellsworth her up as a runaway under a war
The Coast Guard was asked for Friday afternoon for later fun< ral rant signed by her father and held
aid in dragging the harbor bottom services in Brooklin.
by the Sheriff’s Department.
off the docks about 10.30 a. m.
She was removed from the hos
Don
’
t
argue
with
the
man
who
Police and firemen joined the drag
pital Wednesday afternoon by the
ging operations which resulted in talks loud—you couldn't convince Sheriff's Department and. later
the finding of Henderson’s body in him in a thousand years.
• placed in welfare custody.

WHAT DOES THIS NAME MEAN

For the Folks That Like To Eat Out?
BEST QUALITY FOODEVERYONE EATS HERE

LUNCHEON A SPECIALTY
LADIES' GROUPS WELCOME
AWAY FROM HOME-BUT FEEL AT HOME

SERVICE EXCELLENT
ANY DAY OF THE WEEK

COURTEOUS SERVICE
REASONABLE PRICES
EASY TO FIND
SATISFACTION FOR YOU, IS OUR GOAL

z THAT THB FAMILY TODAY

u<u

Re-nominated To

Exceed Quotas

Voting Board

Mis. F. Evelyn Cates of Camden
Two other communities in Knox
County conducted a Mother’s street, R.ockland. was nominated
March on Polio this week, both , of as chairman of the Rockland
whom exceeded last years collec Board of Registration of Voters by
tions.
Governor Edmund S.
Muskie
On Wednesday night, about 22 Thursday.
ladies collected $148.14 in Owls
Mrs. Cates, a member of the Re
Head, to become the first com publican State Committee, is com
munity in this area to exceed its pleting her first four year term as
goal of 1957, according to Mrs. board chairman.
Evelyn Ross, town committr e
The nomination is subject to ap
head.
proval by the Executive Council at
Refreshments were served at its next session.
the Central School by Mrs. Mary i
Dyer and Mis. Irene Moore.
On Thursday night, the Moth Legion Requests
er's March in Camden collected
Remembrance of
about $814, with several collections
yet outstanding, Mrs. Robert Four Chaplains
Downing, the town’s polio chair
The Knox County Council of the
man, announced Friday afternoon.
This figure also represents a American Legion calls attention to
higher amount then was collected the first Sunday in February which
has been designated as “Four
in 1957.
Refreshments were served at Chaplains Memorial Day’’. County
the town office, which served as Commander Sidney Segal com
the drive headquarters, by the ments that next Sunday is the an
Camden Dandelions, headed by niversary of the sinking of the
troopship Dorchester in the North
Mrs. Gustaz Jensen.
The collection in Rockland and Atlantic at the height of World War
Thomaston Tuesday night had re II.
He calls attention to the sacrifice
sulted in about $1,316 toward the
made by the four clergymen of
polio drive.
the Catholic. Protestant and Jewish
faiths in giving their life jackets
State Announces
to other- men that they might live as
the transport sank.
Jeb Openings
He asks that clergymen make
All local offices of the Maine mention of the sacr ifice of the four .
Employment Security Commis- chaplains dur ing their services Sun
j sron now have applications for day.

! some highly classified jobs in the
| State Service. Among them is a
' newly created position as ExecuI tive Secretary to the Committee
' on Aging with a salary rang*
i from $82 to $102 per week. Aj>! plication for this position must b •
’ filed with the State Depar tment
1 of Personnel on or before Feb. 14.
1958.
i Also needed to fill Immediate
! and futur e vacancies are Con! struction
Inspectors I. salary
range $98 to $122 per week and
i Construction Inspectors II with
' salary range of $112 to $139 p- :
week. Applications on these po
sitions will be accepted until
, further notice.
I An Assistant Superintendent for
' a Women’s Reformatory, salary
Read The Courier-Gazette
1 range $94 to $117 per week is
needed and applications are also
available for the position of In
DANCES
formational Representative to fill
an existing vacancy and to pro
AT
vide eligibles for future vacancies
SOUTH THOMASTON
in various State Departments
The salary rar.ge is $90 to $112
GRANGE HALL
per week and aplications for both
Every
of the above named jobs must b»
filed on or before Feb. 6, 1958.
Saturday Night
On all of these jobs, legislation
has been passed which will effect
Musk By Havener
a pay range increase approximating
14-S-17
4SG on July 1. 1958.

APPLIANCES*
"Our Specialty"
B. ft. BLAISDELl A CO.

LOCATED ON BOl’TE 1
1 Milra from Thomaston — 1 Mile from Warrra
TEL. CBratwood LlMl

Head Marches
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Rockporters Clip

Rockland Girls
In One Point Win
In a thrilling last period, the
Rockport Beaverettes pushed past
the Rockland sextette at Rockland
Tuesday night 46 to 45.
After ending the first period. 10
all, the Rockiand girls forged ahedd 1
to a 20 to 17 lead at half time, and
35 to 28 at the end of the third
quarter.
In the last period, the Rockport '
attack grew in strength with an 18
point outburst while the Beaver
ettes held the Rockland six down
to just 10 points.
Center forward Gayle May paced
the winners with nine hoops and
four foul shots for 22 points. Other
Rockport players who contributed
to the scoring were : Jean Frye with •
five hoops and four free throws for
14 points and Dot Ulmer with four
baskets and two foul shots for 10
points.
For the Tigers, center forward
Joanne Grispi paced the attack
with eight baskets and one foul
shot for 17 points.
She was followed by Elsa Uvonen with six baskets and thr ee foul
shots for 15 points. Sherry Hooper,
four baskets and one foul shot, for
nine points, and Kathy Harvey,
who replaced Sherry at right for
ward, a pair of baskets.

Blake Donaldson

John A. Morrison, Jr.

The class honor parts of Thomas National Honor Society.
[ dated High School in his fr eshman
Donaldson has been a member and sophomore years, coming to
by Principal Carroll Wallace Thurs of the basketball team for four Thomaston for his junior and sen
years, the school band four- years, ior years.
day. Cited as class valedictorian
and the cross country team in his
He won first prize for boys at the
was Marrianne Kiskila, daughter junior year.
. fr eshman speaking contest in
of Mr. and Mrs. Edwar d Kiskila of
He attended Boys’ State in his Greenville; was elected to the Jun
junior year-; is vice president of ior National Honor Society; was a
Pleasant Point.
She is a member of the National the Student Council and vice presi member- of the football squad for
dent of the Athletic Association. A two years and Student Council for
Honor Society and was presented
member of the radio club, he was one year.
the DAR Good Citizenship award vice president of his sophomore
At Thomaston, he is president of
this winter. Also, she served as class and' president of his junior the French Club, member of the
treasurer of her freshman class class. He also entered the prize cr oss country team. He was elected
and secretary of her- junior class; speaking contest in his freshman, to the National Honor Society and
was chosen to attend Girls’ State sophomore and senior years.
was a delegate to Boys' State all
in 1957. and has entered the prize
First Honor Essayist is John A. in his junior year. He has a part
speaking contest at the high school Morrison, Jr., the son of Rev. and in the senior play and has entered
this year.
Mrs. John A. Morrison of 3 Dunn the prize speaking contest this
Class salutatoiian is Blake Don Street, Thomaston.
year.
aldson, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
He has attended public schools in
He is registered at the Univer
Alec L. Donaldson of Water Street, New Hampshire and Maine.
He sity of Maine to enter the College
Thomaston. He is a member of the , attended the Gr eenville Consoli- of Technlogy in the fall.

ton High School were announced

a growing population, high in
come rate, heavy volume of de
Cut Railroad
One Of Best Years fense spending, expansion plans
of business, and high level of con
sumer buying.
Income In '57
For N. E. Business
Barring a national emergency,
Net income of $920,995 over and
New England in 1957 enjoyed a business upturn is expected to
above its fixed charges, provision a good year overall. A year-end start by mid-year and continue
for contingent interest, and tax ac survey of all segments of the re through the rest of the year.
cruals was earned by the Maine gion’s economy by the New Eng
Mrs. Fred M. Knight roasted a
Central Railroad Company for the land Council’s monthly business
news magazine. The New Erg- lamb shoulder Thursday eevning
year 1957 as compared with
lander, indicates that many rec and set it on the rear porch of her
$1,367,312 earned in 1956. a decrease
ords were set, although some Gay street home to cool. Later,
of $446,417. it is shown in its an minus signs showed up.
glancing from a window, she saw
nual financial statement made pub-.I The business review looks for the roaster cover mid-lawn and in
lie today.
1958 as a year of readjustment vestigation disclosed her roast and
E. Spencer Miller, president of and fence-mending followed by an roaster was missing along with a
the road, pointed out the decreased upturn in the second half.
basket filled with soda pop bottles,
earnings were a result of a decline
The past year was brightest in much too much weight for a child
in business activity in the State of its early and middle months, then to carry.
Mrs. Knight appre
Maine and the nation as a whole, slipped into the same pattern of ciates the compliment to her cook
which was reflected by a 1.5 per adjustment experienced by the ing but assures the thief that no
cent decrease in operating rev nation as defense cutbacks cur roasts will be cooled on the porch
enues amounting to $416,632 from tailed production.
in the future so he need not call
1956.
In addition railway opera
According to the NEC's publi again.
ting expenses increased almost 3 cation total personal income in
per cent or $624,893 due to increased
New England was $21.5 billion. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
costs for wages and materials.
Savings also increased, approxi
Freight’ revenue in 1937 totaled mately $500 million. The region’s
If I had my life to live again,
I would have made a rule to read
$24,232,096. a decrease of $257,942
tremendous resources in bank, in some poetry and listen to some
from that of 1956.
surance company and investment music at least once a week. The
Passenger revenue showed a de
trust assets climbed to a new rec loss of these tastes is a Iom of
happiness—Charles Darwin.
cease of $83,182. Ratio of operating
ord level of $47.9 billion.
expenses to operating revenues was
VAIN REGRETS
Employment in New England
80.87 as compared with 77.36 in
vas at a high plateau and in No Have r.aught to do with yesterdays,
1956.
As on life’s current glides;
vember was just a shade under
Miller pointed out that loss of ce
the previous year’s record level. Leave them to take their backward
ways
ment traffic during the strike at
Industrial expansion continued
As edies to the tides.
Thomaston and a drop in paper and
throughout the six state area with
Do for the present what you can,
paper products shipments due to
700 new plants and major expan
Keep coming good in view;
curtailment in mill production part
sions tabulated, resulting in 22.000 What’s done ’tis profitless to scan,
ly because of low water last sum
What may be done’s for you.
new jobs.
mer. accounted in large part for the
Shipbuilding enjoyed its biggest What use to croak o’er errors
lower traffic volume and less favor
flown—
peacetime year. Utilites also set
able earnings.
In dark despair to rest"*
new records, the Council reported. The way for past bad to atone
The New England electronics in
Is — do your future best.
Republicans Shift
dustry increased eight per cent From memory of a dark career
in 1957, with plastics up nearly as
Urge your repentant pace;
Convention Date
much. Metal-working firms were Turn not your head to see or hear,
But onward bend your face.
The Republican State Commit in a period of transition along
Heed not the raging of the blast
wth
the
textile
industry
which
tee has announced a change in
Along the course you've sped;
dates of the state convention. The continued to feel the effects of a Thank God the ills are with the
food
of
imports.
past,
convention will he held at Port
All segments of transportation,
The good to do ahead
land Wednesday and Thursday.
with the exception of railroads,
B P. Shillaber.
June 25 and 26.
The State Committee voted at enjoyed good business during
a meeting Jan. 22 to hold the con 1957. Vacation travel set a new
The
vention June 26 and 27. These record in New England.
dates conflicted with the sched comparatively new atomic energy
uled American Legion convention. l field was building and getting
Committee members were polled ready for big years ahead.
by telephone and the new date* [ Despite the economic readjust
ment during the second half of
rsulted.
The 1958 Republican convention 1S57. the New England Council
will mark the first occasion of a foresees 1958 as a good year over
party convention following the all with the optimism backed by

Cement Strike

state primaries.
Robert J. Knight of Westbrook
is chairman of the convention
committee.
Members
include
Mrs. Agnes C. Bradley. Rumford;
Charles F. Cummings. Bath; Miss
Lillian F. Cleaves, Saco; Mrs.
Ellen E. Thomas, Anson; and
It’s only human for people to be Mrs. Ellen* Bewail of Bath.
interested in business that is none
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
of their business.

Survey Shows 1957

POUO BENEFIT SUFFER
Baked Ik an* and Casseroles

SATURDAY. FEB. 1
AT S.M I’. M.
Admission:
Adult*. 75c
Grammar School Children 50c
Pre-School Children 35c

Ab AmbU ncau
Uam«I wangv U
mII
ai
nun
13-14
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Warren Hoopsters
Give the Alumni

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Camden “Y” Pool Would Serve Area

It was a close contest at Glover
Hall in Warren Wednesday night
as the Alumni five defeated the
Warren High basketba'l team 46
to 41.
The undergraduates put up a
good show for the first two periods
as they managed to keep the
score even at 10 all at the end of
the first period and 22 all at half

BIG TIME SKI MEET
A Rookland boy. Charlie Whit

more, son of Captain and Mrs.
Charles Whitmore, now of North

Whitmore, a 31 year old con
struction engineer, is strictly a
recreational and weekend skiier,
though he is a Dartmouth Alum
nus. He was the fastest perform
er is a field of 74. He sped down
the 25 gate course with two spec
tacular runs oi 49.5 and 4».8 sec
ond®, good ifor dhe dax-’s best
time. Among those he beat was
the famous Bradley Steere Colby
College ace.

Tenants Harbor
MRS HENRY ALLEN
Correspondent
Telephone 59

Mass .

but

Rockland
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E. T. Nelson, Inc.
DODGI - PLYMOUTH

COMPUTE REPAIR SERVICE
Rrat CMca Und Cm

the principal. Mrs. Helen Young
They found the money in a locked
drawer of the steel filing cabinet
in Mrs. Young’s room
Several checks.
which Mrs.
Young had reported were included
in the stolen money, were found
burned on Beech Street.
•• • •
Dennis Ames of Rockland was
found guilty of simple assault and
battery on his w’ife, Norma Ames,
and was sentenced to 60 days in
jail.
Mis Ames, who was the cornpiainant. stated that her husband
assaulted her at their home on 10
Washington Street. Rockland. Jan-
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
10-Shade
14-To the sheltered
side
16-Course
17-Robust
19-Avers
21-Artifice
23-Meanin(,
25-Plural of seta
27-Reflnet
28-Butt
30-Garment maker
31-Preflx. Against
33-Russian title
34-Kind of dog
36-Torment
37-Fancy
40-A condiment
41-Eagle
44-Gap in a ridge
45-Swell of the ocean
47-A continent (abbr.)
19-Wire oane (abbr.)

■hhhv ,

u-acih s an anun class wnicn ts
well attended.
Parent* of the
UNION
children are invited to join this
MRS. FIX^RtfuNGlij CA I aDWRWOOD class. Yoi arc cordially invited
to all our services.

THOUGHTS WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION

Tel. STate 5-2383

The Odd Fellows inspection meet
ing scheduled for Tuesday evening
has been postponed until a later
date.

Friendship
HELEN L. BAIRD
Correspondent

Tel TEmple 2-9954

Friendly’ Circle of the People’s
Methodist Church will serve their Polio Clink
public dinner Tuesday. Mrs. Clara
There will be Polio Clinic at the
Day, Mrs. Muriel Heath, and Mrs. Village School on F* b. 3 from 7 to
Mary Gurney are the dinner com
8 p. m. Group ages are 20 to 40.
mittee.
A fee of $1 will be charged. On
A senioi class food sale will be Tuesday morning at 10 o’clock all
held today at Cunningham Brothers ages from birth to 20 years w’ill
store at 1 p. ni.
be received. This will be th»‘ last
Seven Tree Grange Circle meets opjxirunity for free j>oLio shots.
for the day Thursday at Mrs. Hazel Dr. Frost will be in attendance at
Ross
Pot luck dinner will be both <jf these clinic’s
|served.
Bethel Rebekah Lodge will meet UomenS Auxiliary Fire I>ept.
The annual meeting with elec
Monday. Mrs. Hazel Ross and Mi s.
Clara Day are on the refreshment tion of officers was held on Wed
nesday evening.
The following
committee.
'Mrs. Carrie Mank is visiting Mrs. officers were elected: Capt. Mrs.
Alida Fossett.
Everett Pender; first lieut nant.
The Extension classes on sewing Mrs. Sherman Baird; second lieu
which were to begin last Thursday tenant. Mrs. Philip Bramhall;
! evening have been set ahead to secretary. Mrs. Albert Roberts;
Thursday. February 6. Members assistant secretary. Mrs. Lewis L.
i are reminded to bring material, Benner: treasurer. Mrs. Frank
shirt pattern, material for inter- Con ary; flower committee. Mrs.
: facing at the home of Mrs. Marie Kenneth E. Thompson and Mrs.
Butler at 7.30 p. m.
Lewis Benner; Mrs. Arthur Pen
niman. Mrs. Albert Roberts and
Mrs. Arthur Barbour were ap
PORT CLYDE
pointed to make up the calendars
Services at the Port Clyde Bap
I for the coming year.
tist Church. Rev. H. A. Hartcell,
pastor, will be as follows for the ( hurch Notices
GIVES FOOD FOR THOUGHT
! week of Feb. 2:
In the Advent Christian Church
The nation was shocked beyond measure by the reign
At 2 p. m.. Divine Worship and Sunday morning at 10.30. Pastor
of terror created by a Nebraska youth of nineteen years
j the observance of the Ordinance Everett Pender will use as his
in murdering at least ten persons, committing a criminal
! of the Lord's Supper. The Pastor topic. “The Fourth Church in
attack on one of his victims and abducting a fourteen year
: will preach on the theme “Christ’s Revelations". Sunday School at
old girl with or without her consent, three of the murder
Mission".
The Sunday Church 12 M for adults as well as child
victims being members of her own family.
j School will follow the worship ren. The 7 o’clock services at
The orgy of murder started in Lincoln. Nebraska and
| service at 3.10 o’clock Prayer night is planned for the whole
ended after a wild five hundred mile ride in stolen auto
meeting will be at 7 p. m. at the family. A stirring song service
mobiles when a deputy sheriff’s bullet clipped the gunman
church. Tuesday evening.
with the Junior choir sj>eclal
in the ear whereupon he surrendered without resistance.
Worship services this Sunday church orchestra for instrumental
The sobering thought exists that this orgy of wholesale
will be conducted at 10 a. m. and music. Pastor’3 sermon. "Choos
crime took place in the same nation that has seen fit to
7 p. m. at the Advent Christian ing Darkness Rather Than Light".
spend over $3,000,000 to permit nine colored children to
Church.
The pastor will speak Tuesday at 7 p. m., prayer and
attend a certain school in Little Rock, with Federal troops
on the subjects “A House or a testimony meeting.
Wednesday
flown to the scene to put a great city under what was to
Home?" and "Anyone Can be evening, monthly meeting of the
all intents martial law, and wreck the morale of that city
Converted".
Raymond Morse, Pender Bible Class and the Truth
which had always prided itself on its racial freedom—and
tenor soloist from West Wareham. Seekers. Each class will enjoy
most important of all. a cjty where no Congressionally ap
Mass., will sing during the morn a Bible study with Mr. and Mrs.
proved law has been broken.
ing worship hour. He will aLso Myron
Simmons.
Committee.
The contrast between the rape of Little Rock and the
lead the gospel singing in the eve W’ayne Havener. Lucille Lash and
dreadful crimes in Lincoln. Nebraska and Douglass.
ning service. Sunday School is Verena Simmons. Thursday at 7
Wyoming, gives food for thought.
conducted for all age giouj>s at p. m. Youth meeting in the church
his home by illness.
Owen Smith of Presque Isle is 11.10 a. m. Dr. Guy L. Vannah, vestry with Paulette Lash in
President Emeritus of the New- charge. WCTU Friday afternoon
Theodore McLain is building a president of the Maine Extension
England School
of
Theology. Mith Olivia Hoffses.
boat for Mr. Buckley of Portland, j Association.
Conn.
—

SAT.T.Y SA.YS

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
• • •

There ore nearly two million childrer

who hove Io* their lathery
Abou
three out of five of these children are
letting monthly urrvivon inwranc, Pay
ments wider the social security law.

MEDOMAK

World progress is achieved by
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Timberpeople who do things that others
lake of Portland spent the week
have declared impossible.
end at L. W. Osiers.
Chester Collamore is a surgical vn»»oo>aaaa»aae><aa*i
potient at the Miles Memorial
Hospital in Damariscotta.
MILLER'S
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Buckley of
GARAGE
Portland, Conn.. were recent
ol Mi and Mrs. Theodore
The lost Pbn T»
M-Lain.
Bvf *
For full information about pay
Mrs Ciaays Salenber is a pa-

e la confine

te

14

HORIZONTAL (Cont)
42-Oine
6-Slumbers
43-Fifty-one
11-Groove.
44-Food packers
12-Gone by
46-Ri(,ht (abbr.)
13-Mus cal note
♦7-Part for one
15-Foretell
48-Once more
17-Exclamation of joy 50-Real estate
18-Note in Guido's scale 51-Scanty
20-Piece
21-Hobby
VERTICAL
22-Snares
24-Before
25-Place to store fodder 1-Protect
26-Prevent from acting 2-Plural suffix
3-High mountain
28-Regenerate
29-Utter
4-June-bug (pi.)
30-Drinking cup (Fr.)
5-An upright sculp32-Part of a ship (pi.)
tured slab(Archeol.)
6-That which gives
35-Stake in cards
36-Atsist
zest
38-Femin ne suffix(Fr.) 7-Any string
39-Pronoun
8-Superlative suffix
9-And (Latin)
40-Sleep noisily

It is a good thing that we all do not think alike for in
dependent thinking, not thi* following of majority thought,
has on the whole resulted in most major community im
provements.
The Sinclair Bill, as recently approved, has given rise
to individual thinking in all parts of Maine and this area
is no exception. •
More and more sincerely interested school-minded men
and women have a whole new vision of education, thanks to
the Sinclair Bill. One thing is for sure, if we don’t think
and act in the right direction now, we will
forever too
late.
The sectional groups who have been thinking in 7-3-3
schools for their section are gradually seeing a new vision
of a great area High School with the present buildings used
insofar as possible for Junior High Schools, lower grades
and of course, sub-primary which is a must in the new
set-up.
The area High School is not a new vision in Knox
County. Actual work on the idea was done, much work and
constructive thought took place before the Sinclair Bill
came along to give these dreams substance.
The manifold advantages of the huge area High School,
a three year High School of course, is receiving more and
more thought. The area High Schools would bring the
pupils advantages along the line of teachers and equipment
that would be manifestly impossible otherwise.
It is worthy of thought that this opportunity to build an
area High School will not be had again. If two or three
sections of the area which could well extend beyond Knox
County lines, build their schools now, certainly an area
High School to serve all the sections could not be built be
cause the various sections would have High Schools of their
own. Six or eight years from now the area may have
reason to regret its failure to build such a school—or it
may not.
This is not a suggestion but rather a sober thought to
be given adult consideration.

Fellowship meeting at 5.30 p m
Mrs. Shaw of Augusta visited
and the evening evangelistic service l^trs Xellie Teele last weekend.
at 7 with Rev. Carl W. Small, pasMr and Mrs. James Murphy of
tor as speakei
Friendship visited relatives here
Sunday

tient at the Wincheater Hospital
In Virginia.

ll

HORIZONTAL

Many irate citizens have come to us protesting the
great expenditures for the Interstate Highway program
with the complaint that we have nothing whatever to say
about the location of these roads which are placed only
where the Federal government chooses. Our sole function
is to pay. according to these complainants.
The actual facts are very different from this conception.
The State Highway Commission alone has the initial and
primary responsibility for the selecting and the location of
all Federal aid routes; for preparing plans, letting the con
tracts and supervising the construction with Federal Aid
funds.
Far from the idea which is harbored in so many minds
the sole responsibility of the Bureau of Public Roads is of
review and appropriate action of approval or disapproval
of a State’s proposal at each of the various stages.
Therefore Maine is not being kicked around by any
Federal Bureau. Rather the selection of location rests with
our own State Highway Commission.
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WE MADE OUR OWN BED-

high QUALITY

tinued the charge indefinitely
against four of the youths and
against one to March 5, pending
the results of an examination which
the boy w’ill shortly take at the
Sweetser State Home for Boys.
They were released in the custody
of their parents
Tw’o of the boys made the mis
take of bringing their share of the
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A strange and most disturbing rumor has gained much
circulation in this city and. unfortunately, is believed by
those who are all too willing to believe ill of their fellows
instead of good.
Under normal conditions we ignore vicious rumors as
unworthy of being given the dignity of a denial, but this
case is different because the victims are too proud to deny
the rumor.
Word has gradually seeped over the city by the de
vious channels such slander takes that the physicians of .
this city were receiving a substantial financial cut on all
prescriptions filled by Rockland druggists.
All this is palpably untrue. Neither physicians nor
druggists would be a party to any such despicable arrange
ment. and here and now. on behalf of physicians and drug
gists. we categorically deny that any such arrangement
exists.

Services at the Baptist Church.
Rev. H A Haskell, pastor .wil!
be as follows for week of Feb. 2
born and bred made the double
Sunday. 9.15 a. m. the Church
column headlines in Sunday's
School hour; 10.30 a. m. Divine
Providence <R. I. Journal when
worship with sermon by th- pac
he was a standout winner in the
tor on the theme “Christ’s Mis
Rhode Island Downhill Skiing
sion”.
The Oidinance of the
Championship for men at the
Lord’s Supper will be observed;
famous Cranmore Mt. course.
6 p. m . the Baptist Youth Fellow
ship meetings for all young peoole '
nine years of age and up; 7 p. m.,
Municipal Court
Teachers Meet
the gospel hour and song time. :
There will be special music aid
Malcolm Reynolds of Washing With Schoolmen
the pastor will speak on the sub
ton was found not guilty of assault
Representatives from the Rock- ject,
“Translated. Transformed
and battery in Municipal Court
i land Teachers’ Association dis- and Transfigured"; 8.15 p. m.. the
Thursday morning
Judge Alfied M Strout based cussed various problems with the choir rehearsal at the church
his decision on the fact that members of the Rockland School
Monday the Youth Fellowship
Reynolds did not strike the com- Hoard Thursday night.
groups will meet at the church at
piainant. Robert Jones, at WashRepresenting the teachers were: 6 p. m. to go to the Lincoln Youth j
ington Wednesday at the home of Albert Harjula. Mrs. Doris Mac- Association Rally which will be at ;
Ivan Prescott at Washington.
I Dougal. Mrs. Martha Viik. Joel Littlefield Memorial Church in
Jones asserted that the respond-; Fisk and George Johnson,
Rockland. Wednesday. 7 p. m.
ent threatened his life with a flatThe board granted Charles Pink- the Hour of Pcsver Service for
iron and a butcher knife during the ham. the high school’s science prayer and the study of God’s
heat of an argument Wednesday j teacher, a one year leave of j word. We are at present engag'd
Reynolds is currently out on absence to further his studies j jn the study of the Epistle to the
$1,000 bond, awaiting the February for his master’s degree at Syra Romans.
term of Knox Superior Court on cuse University, if his application
the charge of assault and battery on is accepted by the university.
Maynard Feltis in Washington NoThe board also voted to continue West Rockport
vember 10.
membership in the Maine School
MRS MABEL HEALD
• • •
Boards Association, which is now
Correspondent
Judge Strout continued indefinite- in its second year.
_____
ly a charge of malicious mischief! It was annor.uced at the meeting
The Tlwgday Club met this wegk
against a 15 year old Bangor girl. • that the Rockland board will meet with Mrs. Philip Davis with Mrs.
Read The cxiuner-vraxette
She was released in the custody ■ with school boards from Owls Myles Lamson as assisting hostess.
of her mother.
Head. South Thomaston, and RockUNDER BODY MASH
Mrs Martha Claik who has been
The complaint which was lodged port at Rockport Thursday night j
New Service Offered To Motorists.
| at Hills’ Nursing Home in Union,
by
Thomaston
Police,
asserted
that
to
further
the
discussion
on
the
Have your car under body washed
is now at the home of her sister,
to prevent corrosion and rust
the teenager was involved in the formation of a school administra-1
Miss May Foglei who is caring
ONLY 75«
vandalism on New Year’s Day to tive district between the four com
for her.
MARITIME GULF STATION an apartment house on North munities.
Cor. Talbot Ave. and Main St. Street in Thomaston, owned by Mis.
........
—
Sub-primaiv children fiom this
10-tf
loot home after the break where sec^*on are now attending morning
Mary Halliday.
Rockport Elementary
The girl asserted that the only their parents noticed the money ;c^asses at
act she committed was to throw and notified the Rockland Police! Sc'hoo>
* CHICK
CKXJG S"
a stick into a window of the apart Department about 9 p. m., two: The favorite partime of some of
hours after the incident happened. I
younger folks about town the
ment house
The police acted quickly and re- PaMt w^ek has been watching color
Five Rockland teenagers, ages 13 covered about $80.78 of the stolen !^e^‘v’slon
the Davis stole.
WE DO MOT WAMT
and 14. were summoned into Muni- loot.
Mrs. Lawrence Wade ar.d son
TO BJ?AG OR BOAST,
cipal Court Friday morning on the
The boys, one of whom attends Larry, who have been spending sevBUT OUR GOOD OIL
charge of stealing money from the the South School and the others. !fera^ weeks with her mother in
WILL HEAT THE MOST'
Purchase Stieet School Monday the school they bulgarized. had Appleton have returned to their
taken a bank bag filled with $92.52. home on Mt Pleasant Street.
night.
addition to the usual mornUpon the recommendation of the proceeds from the school can-!
Rockland Police Chief Bernard teen, and a cardboard coffee con- in# services at the local chuich. | Mi', and Mrs. L. W. Osier were .
Thompson who was the complain tainer filled w’ith $10, the dues from Sunday being the first Sunday of jn Rockland on business last Mon-!
ant. Judge Alfred M Strout con the students in the classroom of the month there will be the Youth j day.
Attleboro.

J
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WE RISE TO THE DEFENSE!

CHARLIE WHITMORE TOPS IN

4

i

1

-

In the third quartet the Alumni
forged ahead to a 38 to 24 lead
after breaking out with a 16 point
outburst.
After only scoring t*vo points in
the third period, the undergradu
ates came alive in the last per
iod and scored 17 points as the
grads slowed down
to eight
points.
For the undergrads Paul Wood
put in six baskets and one foul
shot for 13 points and Arthur
Heathcote, who subbed for Pecce
a* right forward, five baskets for
10 points.
Left forward Joe
Chapman
paced the winners with nine hoops
and one free throw for 19 points.
He was followed closely by Har
..... *’’i
vel! Crockett with seven baskets.
The above picture In of an existing pool in another YMCA. According to Secretary Pierce Harley
In the preliminary tilt, the War ot the Caniden Y, it shows the type which is planned for (aniden by the trustees who are now conduct
ren girls overwhelmed the grads ing a construction financing campaign.
65 to 28
The trustees of the Camden and gaining steadily’ toward its to ask supplementary town funds
Of the 309 children enrolled last
YMCA and their executive secre goal which is over $200,000. He
and
the
trustees
see
success
in
summer
in Red Cross swimming
Signs of Life
tary. Pierce Hailey, are optimis
the coming months as committees programs in lakes in the Camden
tic
as
to
the
results
of
the
current
Drive Opened By
continue their work in fund rais- area, only 29 were able to com
drive for funds with which to con ing.
plete courses for certification.
Safety Committee
struct an addition to the 45 year
The trustees have stated that in Hailey points out that the short
Archie Stevens of Rockport, old building now housing the in examining records of Y’s operat- outdoor swimming season and the
ing pools that they have found gieat numbers of children seeking
chairman of the Knox County stitution.
A major pioject in the addition them to be a self supporting ven- training at one time contributed
Chapter of the Maine Highway
Safety Committee announces a is a swimming pool which will ture and which generally greatly to the situation. A year around
Signs of Life safety program dur allow year around instruction in increases activity in the YMCA service to the public, with inswimming and competition in wa concerned.
- structors already available ioing the month of February.
Wi-th this record, they believe rally
would correct this and
“The purpose of the Signs of ter sports for schools and area
that a pool at the Caniden Y could gradually create a population, the
LJfe program is to encourage groups.
Mr. Harley notes that the fund earn th*» funds for its operation greater pari of which would
complete obedience to them and to
the safety rules they represent". drive is now well over $100,090 and that it would not be necessary j eventually be swimmers.

Let ns supply yon with the kind
rf Fuel Oil that’s beat for your
Nirner!
High-heat fuel that
jives you complete combustion.
PHONE 255-W TODAY!

ANSWER ON PAGE SIX

EDITORIAL

time.

OIL

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle

Editor and Publliher, John 11. Richardson
Three Timee a Week
The Limerock Gazette was eetablished in 1848. In 187*
The Courier wae established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established In 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions 8750 per year, payable In advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

A Real Battle

“The Signs of Life state the law
warn of hazardous conditions and
afford assistance to and protection
for all highway users
Prompt
recognition of signs, signals and
markings can do much to keep
drivers out of highway trouble".
To help everyone know his sign
langnuage. the Highway Safety
Committee explained the meaning
of the six basic sign shapes.
Octagon red with white letter
ing. means come to a full stop
and be sure the way is clear be
fore proceeding
The older stop
sings — octagonal yellow with
black lettering—have the same
meaning.
Triangle -yellow with black let
tering. the newest of the standard
signs. It reads ‘Yield Right of
Way" and requires the driver to
s^ow down or stop if necessary to
give right of way to cross traffic
at intersections.
Rectangle—white with black or
other color lettering, states the
law: parking regulations, speed
limits, turning and passing regu
lations. etc.
Diamond—yellow with black let
tering, warns of dangerous or un
usual conditions ahead such as
curves, side roads, etc.
Round—yellow with black X
and RR. indicates a highway-rail
road crossing 300 to 500 feet
ahead
Crossbuck—tail white railroad
crossing sign with black lettering.
Erected within 15 feet of a high
way-rail crossing.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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ment* to zurvivon, 90 to your
i SOCIAL SECURITY OFFICE.

ROCKLANO, MAINE

NOTICE OF QUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS
I, CHARLES T. SMALLEY, Clerk of the Knox County
Trust Company, hereby certify that at the annual meet
ing of its stockholders held January 14, 1958, the

following stockholders were elected as members of the
Board of Directors for the ensuing year, and have quali
fied as such by taking the required oath of office:
Charles H. Berry

John H. McLoon

Putnam P. Bicknell
William K. Bicknell
John C Creighton
E. Clifford Ladd

Herbert C. Newbegin
Grevis F. Payson
Morris B. Perry
Earle C. Perry

George H. Thomas

CHARLES T. SMALLEY, Clerk.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 1, 1958
Robert Lawrence of the Depart
ment of Economic Development
will apeak to the members of the CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Knox County Industrial & Develop
Correspondent
ment Association Feb. 18. Site of
Telephone CEdar 6-2197
the 7.30 p. m. meeting will be
the Thompson Memorial School
in Union.
Mr. Lawrence will
The PTA will meet at Camden
discuss the potentials of wood- High School Monday at 8 p. m.
The Board of Directors for the
working operations in thd county, Ivan Sherman, instructor at the
Home for Aged Women wiil meet
utilizing the timber at hand.
j high school, will be the guest
Feb. 5 at 2 p. m. at the home of :
—
' speaker and his subject will be
Mrs. Robert Hudson. Masonic '
Rockland police reports that j "The Role of Science in Today’s
street.
|
minor damage occurred in an Educational Plan.” Refreshments
accident on Main street in Rock- will be served with Mrs. Clarence
Trooper Carey Thing reports
’and about 11.30 a. m. Thursday. Thomas and Mrs. Ed Sullivan
that about $300 damage was done
serving as co-hostesses.
to a car, operated by Lalia Cook, ! The collision happened when a
Mr. and Mrs. Rollo Gardner are
19. of Friendship, about 9 30 a. m. car. operated by Lawrence L.
Thursday, on Route 97, heading Rlood, 21, of 8 Lovejoy street. spending the weekend in Boston
north from Friendship. The driv- ) Rockland, started to pull away where they will attend the wedding
er. who escaped injuries, told from the curb on Main street, op- of their nephew, Robert Gardner
Thing her vehicle skidded on the posite Cottage street, and collid- , of Rockland and Miss Patricia
icy and slush covered road and ed with the right front fender of, Harrop of Massachusetts,
a vehicle, driven by Herbert A : Mr and Mrs Hollis Knowlton1
collided with several trees.
Young, 57, of 411 Old County i and children are spending the
Lucius E. Jones, district man road, Rockland, as it was proceed-1 weekend as guests of relatives in
ager of the Central Maine Power ing north down Main sitreet. About ; Lunenburg. Mass., and Fitchiburg.
Company office in Rockland, re $150 damage was sustained to the Mass.
The Elm Street Reading Club
ports that a power failure occur Young car and slight damage to
will meet at the home of Miss
red in Rockport Wednesday when the other automobile.

WTWETOWN

M*1

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited (or this calendar. All
are tree and space here cannot be

purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
ot the editor ls final.]
Feb. 4 — Community Achievement
Program of Business and Profes
sional Women's Club open meet
ing at the Farnsworth Museum at
7.30.
Feb. 7—Methebesec Club meets at
the Farnsworth Building at 2.30.
Feb. 10—Annual Meeting of Maine
Seafoods Festival at Chamber of
Commerce headquarters at the
Public Landing at 7.30.
Feb. 11—South School PTA Card
Party at 7.45 p. m. at the South
School.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentines Day.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.
March 7—Methebesec Club meets at a falling limb knocked down a
the home of Mrs. Marguerite
primary electric wire, shutting
rerry at 2.30.
March 19-20—Knox Theater Guild off the power on Mechanic and
melodrama, 'Pure As The Driven Spear streets for about two hours.
Snow.”
Marcti 25—Rockland Garden Club
The Department of Sea & Shore
meets at the Farnsworth Museum
' Fisheries has opened the clam
at 2 30
July 11 and 12—Maine Broiler Festi , flats at Glen Cove to diggers. The
val in Belfast.
length of time the flats will be
open has not been determined.
THE WEATHER
- Clam digging in the community is
As of Friday afternoon the same I restricted to residents who are re
pleasant mildness continues and quired to obtain a town license
shortly after noon the sun put in an from the town office.
appearance after a protracted ab
sence. We can well remember the
A representative of the Business
day of ice cutting and storing on & Professional Women’s Club will
the Chickawaukie Lake, Pond it speak at the noon luncheon meet
always used to be. when the ice ing of the Rorkland Chamber of
cutting firms would be getting 1 Commerce at the Thorndike Hotel
nervous as February arrived with Monday. The speaker will de
no ice in evidence on the big lake. scribe the progress made by the
A fortnight later with the ice cover club in its Community Achieveonly a few inches thick, ice cutting 1 ment Program.
operations would have to start and
the ice cutting fraternity would lose
BORN
their shirts to resort to a collo
Cochran—At Knox Hospital. Jan.
31, to Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Cochran
quialism.
of Thomaston, a son
Jenkins—At Camden Community
Keith Allen, manager of the Hospital. Jan 23, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wirthmore Feed, Inc., Store on ! John Jenkins, a daughter — April
Park Street, which closes today, has ' Annette.
been transferred to the Bangor
MARRIED
store. Feed business once handled
Helin-Niskala — At West Palm
by the Rockland store will be dis Beach. Fla., Jan. 27, Frank Helin
tributed to the Wirthmore dealers of Lake Worth. Fla., and Mrs.
Helena Monden Niskala of Rock
of the Coastal Area.
ville and Lake Worth. Fla.

Leona Lenfest on Monday evening.
Knox County Camera Club will|The readers will be Mrs Francea
meet at Carroll Berry’s Studio \ Thomas and Mrs. Rita Hopkins.
|
Tuesday at 8 p. m The program is
There will be a meeting of the
"Painting With Lights” demonstra Friends-In-Council on Tuesday at
ted by Major Elmer Barde.
the Parish House of St. Thomas
Episcopal Church. This will be
Claire Millett, engineer of the Federation Day, and the Junior
office of the New England Tele Women’s Club has been invited to
phone and Telegraph Office, dis hear the speakers, Mrs. A. Bart
cussed the future plans of con lett Zahn. 9th District director,
verting the system from manual and Mrs. Allen Carner, Maine
to dial operation at the meeting State Federation president. Host
of the Rockland Lions Club Thurs esses will be Mrs. John Mathews. |
day night at the Thorndike Hotel. Mrs. L. O. Gross, Mrs. Edward
-------| Sullivan and Miss Helen Toombs.
Marine Private First Class Rob- On the refreshment committee are
ert D. Benner, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Gross, chairman. Mrs
Mrs. Ernest A. Benner of Mountain i Helen St. John. Mrs. Claude ButRoad, Rockland, is serving with terfield and Mrs. David Brown.
the 2nd Marine Division at CamF
The Auxiliary to Canton MolyLejuene. N. C.
neaux will hold a meeting at Odd
Fellows Hall Monday at 7.30 p. m.
The U. S. Marine Corps has re
The Association for Handicapped
sumed recruiting, according to Children held their regular meet
S/Sgt. Joseph W. Pratte who 's ing at the Mary E. Taylor School
at the Rorkland city building on on Wednesday evening. Delegates
Spring street each Friday from 9j appointed to go to Augusta on Feb.
a. m. to 4 p. m. Under the 120 8 to attend a meeting of the Maine
day delay plan, high school sen-' Association for Retarded Children
iors may enlist and be permitted Were Mrs. Shirley Brawn, Mrs.
to graduate before entering the Rita Young, Mrs. Winifred Me
servey, Mrs. Marjorie Trout and
service.
Mrs. Isabel Gibbs.
At the regular meeting of Me
The condition of Stephen Aziz.
3, the son of Mr. and Mrs. John gunticook Grange held on WedAziz of 95 Park street. Rockland, nesday the first and second dewas described as ‘ good” at Knox ; grees were conferred on a class
Hospital Friday.
Stephen sus- of eight candidates. Reports were
tained first and second degree given on the supper and party held
burns on the balls and the toes, recently for the benefit of Polio,
of his feet earlier in the week The meeting was preceded by the
when he accidentally stepped on regular circle supper.
At the
the contests of a spilled steam va meeting next week the third and
porizer on the carpet of his room. fourth degrees will be conferred.
The circle supper will be omitted
Four members of the Washing- and refreshments served at the
ton County Association of Master close of the meeting.
Plumbers, with headquarters in
---the Lubec and Machias areas.
A number of public-spirited ’nwere guests of the Knox County ^viduals and organizations offer
Plumbing and Heating Associa- scholarships to deserving students
tion on Thursday evening. Dinner 'n ^e College of Agriculture at
in the Thorndike Hotel was fol- the University of Maine.

All remaining dresses one-half
DIED
Simmons—At Everett,
Mass..
rice, nice half sizes included,
Jan. 31. Hirry J. B Simmons of
ucien K. Green and Son, 16 School ___
Saugus. Mass., and Thomaston, age
treet, City.
12-14 76 years. Funeral services will be
held in Everett Sunday and from
McCall’s Magazine, usually two the Ilavis Funeral Home in Thom
yrs. for $5.00 new 28 mos. $5.00. aston Monday at 2 p. m. with Rev.
John Morrison of the Federated
New subscribers only. This offer Church officiating. Interment will
good only until Feb. ^28 Call or be in the Village Cemetery. Thomwrite Sherwood E Frost, 158 aston.
Milliken—At Camden, Jan. 29.
No. Main St. Tel. 1181-J.
Charles Frank Milliken, husband of
10*14 Glenora Hall Milliken, age 70 years.
Funeral services today at 2 p. m.
from the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home in Camden with Elder Roger
Clauson of Bangor officiating.
Shaw—At Rockland. Jan. 29. Guy
F. Shaw husband of Mrs. Bertha 'owed by a meeting The prineiSalley Shaw of Warren, age 58 pal topic was the advantages .o
years. Funeral services today at
lp.m. from the Donald H. Shorey he gained by affiliating with the
Funeral Home in Pittsfield with Maine State Association.
____________
I
Rev. Bruce Cummings officiating.
< ARI> OF THANKS
Interment will be In the spring in
May I voice my deepest appreVillage Cemetery in Pittsfield.
I.ibby—At Washington. Jan. 29. ciation to all who did so much for
In God is my salvation
I
Mrs. Inez Libby of Warren, widow me during my recent illness.
and my glory : the rock
of Henry Libby, age 87 years. Fun shall always be most grateful to:
of my strength, and my
eral services were held Friday from Lahey Clinic, New England Baprefuge is in God.
the Simmons Funeral Home in War list 'Hospital. Dr. Carlton R.
ren with Rev. Sterling Helmer offi Souders. Dr. Lloyd D. Flint of BosPsalm 62:7
ciating.
Interment was in New ton, and Dr. Louis Benson of Cush| ing. for their kindly and capable
comb Cemetery.
administrating: Edgar, Benjamin
Watch for "Courage
reiephone 76 tor an social Items and Alfred Moss, my brothers who
From the Bible" in this
,-uezta, parties, ste., tor T7»e do .ated blood: Rev. John H. Morrison and Rev. John B. S Fitzpatrick
space every Saturday.
Jourier-Gazette. Mrs. Margaret {of Thomaston, for their Christian
Winchenbaugh, 1« Limerock St. support and prayers; Mrs. Lillie G.
■octal reporter.
tf Laskey of Everett. Mass., mv sisfir take justifiable pride
ter, who lent her able presence
in our ability to render
I during the interim; Federated
adequate service at a
Church. Orient Lodge. AFAAM
reasonable cost.
That Generations
Grace Chapter, OES. Knox County
Shrine Club and to so many other
to Come may
| wonderful folks who also forwarded
DAVIS
gifts, messages and cards.
Remember flowers,
May God bless all of you.
FUNERAL HOMES
Eivind R. Moss. D. O..
BOCKLAND
Thomaston.
14*lt

^^TilANKS
, wjgh tQ eXpre3s my thanks to
ay who remembered me with letters and cards, also. Orient Chapter, OES, Storer-Collins-Harding
Post. American Legion and FriendCircle of the People’s Methodist
Church for their kind lemembrances. Also. I want to thank all
doctors and personnel of Knox
County General Hospital for their
kindnesses extended during my
moIe ,ecent sta>’ at
hospital,
,
„
Ralph E. Staifett,
14 It
South Union
uvwno^u

’ib.ltiKIAl
In lov‘nS memory of my dear
son Teddy. iGeorge Henry Miller,
Jr . I, who passed away January 31
Twelve long years have passed
deal Ted. since you were called to
rest as days go by and years linger
on *” w‘ll meet dear son up in
Heaven above.
May God Bless
And Keep I ou
Mothei. Myrtle Fitzgerald,
Brother. Fred Favreau,
Sister, Ivy O’Brien.
14‘lt

IN’ MHMOKIAM
In loving memory of Lizzie Hart
Teel, who passed away Februaiy 1,
1957

You are not forgotten loved one
Nor will you ever be
As long as life and memory last
We will remember thee.
Sadly missed by daughter. Mis.
Nellie Gullifer. of Monticello, and
sons. Furbur, Donald and Bernard
Teel, of Rockland.
14-lt

BURPEE
Funeral Home
BARBETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVKE
TFI, 399
II* LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
135-S-tf

RUSSEIL

a choosing a family movm»
ment, your choice ts not
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each »
backed by a signed guarantee to
, t«i, jour heirs, or your descendant!.

I

Chester Brooks

Funeral Home

WARREN

TeL CRestwd 3*2911

CABL M. STlUmi
LADT ASSISTANT

CAMDEN

TeL CEdar 4-2151

Kbox-LIbcoin-Waldo CoBatiee

96-Srtf

IN MBMOUAM
George W. Morris
February 1. 1967
We had lived and loved together.
Through many changing years.
We had shared each other's glad
ness,
And wept at each other’s tears.
Sweet to remember him who once
was here.
And who. though absent, is just as
dear.
Wife. Children, Grandchildren.
14*lt
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

As Busy as
Cupid in Springtime
are the wheels of our new
Automatic Printing Press

To our regret we were unable to find the picture of the City
of Bangor after her discussion on right-of-way with the City of

of Ships and Men

S ott

Dutch Neck

A Bad Night For The City Of Bangor Is
Recalled By Captain Scott

MRS

MAMIE E. BENNER

Correspondent
R.F.D. Box 71, Waldoboro
Tel. TEmple 3.9106

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W r"henI bach, Sr., were guests ’as-4 Thurs
Deer Isle, Maine
He swung his ship away from hegan to Thatchers Island.
January 26, 1958 the direction of the City of Ban wish to thank Mr. Waltz for cal day of their son and fa i’v Mr.
gor. When he next heard her ling this event to my attention, I and Mrs. Robert Winchnnva-h at
Dear Steamboat Editor:
In one of the letters I received whistle she was close aboard. He should have presented it to our Camden, who moved th'-re re
swung his wheel hard aport and Steamboat Editor long ago.
cently from Waldoboro
recently the writer stated how
the jingler in the engine room of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ca^t'-er and
Another splendid letter from our
obvious it was that the City of the City of Rockland engine room
genuine friend. Elwin M. Eldredge two children. Jack and Kathy,
Bangor was my favorite of all sent its echoes to the remote of Clermont, N. Y., written on have moved from here tc thrt Me
the side wheelers of the Eastern corners of her stately beam hous-e Jan. 11, who comments on our domak Terrace at Wa’dobr-o to a
fleet. I also considered her the as it signaled full speed ahead Steamboat Editor's Article in The home they have recent’y pur
most beautiful as far as her lines hoping to avoid the impact of an Courier-Gazette of Saturday. Jan. chased and renovated.
were concerned up to the time imminent collision. It was too 4, covering a part of the colorful
Mrs. Della Black is a patient at
she was burned in 1914. For some Late, but had he not have been history of that old veteran the the Utterback Hospital i" Bangor.
unlorseen reason the course of re going full speed ahead the impact Cutter, Levi Woodbury*. He calls
James Vanderpool of L w’ston
construction straightened her out of the collision which struck the attention to the fact that we did end son. Peter, who is a‘
ding
and erased the original sheer of City of Rockland just aft of her not mention one of those great a school in Pennsylvania a ’ two
he rhull. I have heard many dis Paddle-box would have sunk her. events when on Feb. 8, 1884. she classmates were calling cn f iends
cussion. and reasons, which were The City’ of Bangor’s bow cut into distinguished herself as a float here one day last week.
possibilities for this. One was that the City* of Rockland and tore ing Fire Department when the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Shnw of
the ends of her cradle sagged a away about 40 feet including five new hotel. Sanborn House at Cas I/ong Cove and her moth*-: Mrs.
bit from her weight and after her staterooms, four of whi^h were tine caught fire and got beyond Judy Day of Endfield Con
were
super-structure
was
completed not occupied and the other was control of the small Castine fire guests last Friday of Mr. an ’ Mrs.
new it held her rigid. The dif occupied by two ladies who fortu department. The Woodibury was Vernon Day.
ference in her sheer was noticeable nately were not injured.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton E nner
under Capt. C. A. Abbey’s com
to me, and I also want to say that
The stem of the City of Bangor mand. If it had not been for her were guests last Friday o' Mr.
I did not care for her wa’king was smashed to a point just be help the entire town would have and Mrs. Archie Benner at North
beam house that was lengthened low the water line and she was been destroyed.
The Woodbury Waldoboro.
by adding the four staterooms, leaking so badly the mate Thomas f was sold in 1916 and became a
Frank Winchenbach of Friend
two for the oilers, one for the 2nd Birmingham, in water up to his Schooner “Barge” called
the ship was a guest at the hr me of
officer and one for one quarter waist, checked this leak some "Laksco”. Thanks Mr. Eldredge his brother. Thomas Winch en bach,
master. Later an upper berth was what with mattresses. It was nec for furnishing this valuable infor Sr., last Friday.
added to one room to accommo essary to put into Portland for mation.
Merle Castner. Harold
evendate both quartermasters.
org*e
Time marches on, the tension paler, Alfred Jackson
safety and temporary repairs.
Our old friend Frederick Wa’tz The City of Rockland staved by of this hustle bustle era of pro Soule, Rev. Philip Pa m i and
of Portland reminds me in a let her for three and one half hours gress and insecurity keeps us on Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse all of
ter I received from h m this week, though more or less crippled her edge, thus we are apt to overlook Waldoboro
have
been
recent
that our Steamboat column in The self. until satisfied that the City some of the important events that callers of Fred Chute who
ill.
Courier-Gazette had printed many of Bangor was in no immediate we had hoped to record for pos
St Paul’s Chapel Socict
met
of the events of the City of Ban danger.
After discovering that terity. Mr. Eldredge served in a Wednesday evening for a bu inese
gor’s career, but we had thus far the City’ of Rockland’s hull was capacity in the old Eastern Steam meeting and social hour. The re
failed to mention one more im not damaged she continued her ship Corporation when he saw all freshment committee was Mrs.
portant event of her career. I run to Rockland, arriving at 9 operations at first hand. I can Jennie Chute Mrs. Theresa Ch’ite,
looked up my records and dis o'clock a. m., five and one half vouch for this as I served with Mrs. Beatrice Chase and Mn.
covered he was right. This event hours later then usual. She con him at the same time in a Ruth Kennedy.
occurred on June 8. 1906 at 12 02 tinued on to Bangor where tem capacity where I was the next
ol that morning about 20 miles off porary repairs were made before spoke to him in that great wheel
Portland. 25 miles east of Cape leaving again for Boston.
of activity when walking beams
Elizabeth and 15 miles from Se
RUBBER STAMPS
While the City of Bangor was and side wheels were a pail of
guin, due to heavy fog conditions.
ANY SIZE
making her way slowly into Port every day picture.
The steamer City of Rockland un
One of Mr Eldredge s great
Ob Order bi
land the steamer Calvin Austin
der Capt. Roix left Boston at 5
which was enroute from St. John talents was his ability to build
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
p. m. for Rockland with 209 pas
followed her and took her freight piece by piece a gallery of notes,
sengers.
The City of Bangor
and passengers to Boston. Late pictures, and historical facts, that
which alternated with her on the that afternoon, after temporary
Bangor Line left Rockland at 8
repairs had been made, the City
p. m. in command of Capt. Ezra of Bangor was allowed to proceed
CONGRATULATIONS TO:
Curtis.
A few minutes before to Boston light, and was there
midnight. Capt. Roix heard the placed on McK.e’s railway in East
MRS. NORMA WIDDECOMBE, 385 Pleasant Street, City
City of Bangor’s whistle and be
Boston where they worked around
AND
lieved her to be about three
the clock and had her back on
DEWEY TRIPP, Port Clyde
fourths of a mile way, and sav. the run after losing oniy one trip.
the City of Bangor when about
This collision made a change in
WINNERS OF
a half a mile away, then the fog the routes to be taken by the
shut down again.
SECOND AND FOURTH WATCHES
steamers of the Bangor Line. As
this was those days before
less the only way that ships
i keep track of each other in
weather was by whistle or
| therefore
the
company.

THE COURIER- GAZETTE
JOB PRINTING DEPT.

\

wire
could
foggy
sight.
for

Given Through Your Local

CALSO STATIONS

ANOTHER WATCH WILL BE

ALFORD

: safety’s sake, made it a rule that
the east bound steamers would
. follow the shore and pass inside
of Monhegan, and the west bound
1 would go outside direct from Mon-

At the North End Calso Station

LAKE

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

at 1 p. m.

WOMAN wants baby sitting by
the hour. Has own transportation
CALL 609-M
14*16
MOTHER'S Helper wanted, livs
, in or out. Please call MRS. WIL
LIAM McLELLAN, Camden. Tel.
CEdar 9-3195______________ 14-19
, ROOM to let, corner Union and

EVERY ONE INVITED

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
PHONE THOMASTON 175

Capt. Walter E

John M. Richardson

It will receive careful, prompt
attention.

FOR 75 YEARS

today are his priceless possesions.
I wish to thank Mr. Eldredge and
Mr. Waltz again, they both have
helped me over many rough
spots.

STEAMBOAT YARNS

But we will find time ts do
rour work—bring in your order

RICHARD P. LUFKIN, SupL
22-aw-U

Rockland. Consequently we are using this picture of the Bangor
because it is our favorite.
Photo by Graham

JERSEY FARM

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

MILK

Offica-Showroom, Thomaston. Main*

THE TASTE TELLS

14-19 j {Lindsey. No drinking or smoking
i PHONE 89, City.
14-19

AWARDED TODAY

Community Oil Company,
ROCKLAND - MAINE
Distributor of The Californio Oil Company Products
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GRANGE NEWS OF KNOX-LINCOLN COUNTIES

Poultry Industry Furor Over
Crackdown On Custom Feeds
Subsides As Regulations Eased
A state statute which became ef mixed in plants outside of Maine.
Feed companies found that the
strict interpretation of the new
threw the grain business of the
regulations required registration
state into a furor a week ago Fri- of each and every new feed mix
Friday, but it is straightened out containing drugs.
The registra
tion fee was $20. Samples of the
now.
A Department of Agriculture mix had to be forwarded for ana
regulation forbade the shipping in lysis by state chemists.
Under the law, each special order
to Maine of custom compounded was considered a new brand or
feed for livestock and poultry un mix and subject to registration and
less it was registered.
inspection.
The result was that hurried ar
Importation of feeds containing
antibiotics and other drugs are a rangements were made to com
normal thing as all such mixes pound custom prescription orders
are registered with the state, and for feeds in a small mill operating
tags bearing the formula are at within the state. Such orders are
seldom for but a few bags.
tached to each bag or shipment.
A conference at Augusta Tuesday
The restriction by the inspection
division came on custom made between Department of Agriculture
mixes which might be ordered by officials and representatives of
a poultry grower, a feed company grain companies straightened out
service man or veterinarian to the situation to the satisfaction of
treat a certain flock for a specific all concerned.
Clayton Osgood, chief of the incondition. In short, it amounted
to a drug prescription for animal spectiion division of the Depart
ment of Agriculture, explained
use.
Such orders are commonplace Thursday that the step was taken
and feed companies have in the to control the compounding of
past mixed the prescription as di custom mixes: principally to pro
rected and tagged it with the name tect the farmer.
Also, he said, the regulation
of the farmer ordering it. As a
rule, no formula was tagged to the gave the state an opportunity to
bag. With one, or possibly two, determine what drugs were being
exceptions such prescriptions were administered to poultry and live
fective with the first of the year

stock and to watch the results.
What his department sought.
Osgood said, was to inform the
farmer of the contents of the mix
ordered for him—the specific use
for which it was intended and a
warning against feeding to poul
try or livestock other than that
for which it was intended.
Now. as a result of the Tuesday
conference, custom mixes may be
shipped in from out of state under
certain arrangements. In addition
to the regular formula tag. the
bag must bear a second tag which
indentifies the buyer and spells
out the use for which it is in
tended and a warning that it is
for one use only and should not
be used as a feed for other birds
or animals.
Osgood explained that a feed con
taining a special drug, or an added
quantity of one of the components
of the usual feed, and intended
for a broiler flock, could, if fed
to a layer flock, possibly create a
condition which might cut egg pro
duction and result in a financial
loss to the farmer.
The $20 registration fee is not
now required for prescription feeds,
but strict regulations regarding the
tagging and stating of formulas
exist by agreement of state and
feed dealers alike.
Burleigh Esancy and George Lavr;

; and music including singing by the
THE GRANGE CORNER
Grange with Anna Grinnell at the
piano.
An oyster stew was served by the
Owls Head Grange
past master, and Lee Saucier.
lady officers. Ruth Bovnton and
The first and second decrees were juvenile master, attended a meet- phyl,u Hewett after whjch a partv
conferred at the last meeting of
*n Augusta recently.
was held in the dining room with
Owls Head Grange.
Candidates
A school of instruction will be Master Charles Cargill and William
were James and Barbara Entwistle. held at Pioneer Grange Saturday. Hewett in charge.
The third and fourth degrees will February 8. It is urged that all
Traveling Grange will meet next
officers be present and any other
be conferred on February 25.
time with Pioneer Grange at East
members who wish to go. Supper
Sister Arlene Woodman made
Union February 11.
cake which was presented to Marie served at 6 o’clock. Visitors are
Meenahga Grange
Ripley.
Proceeds from the sale to bring sweets,
Seven Tree Grange Circle will
A meeting of the Grange was
were donated to the March of
meet with Mrs Hazel Ross Thurs- held on Monday night with Master
Dimes.
The lecturer's march was won day. February 6. Pot luck dinner Frank Sheffield presiding. Guests
were present from White Oak
by Nina Perry and the proceeds will be served at noon,
Grange. Warren.
were also donated to the Polio
Ocean View Grange
The Grange takes pride in havDrive.
By June Watts
Evelyn Ross is chairman of the
The meeting of January 27 saw ing one of its members. Richard
supper to be held Saturday. Feb- 27 members present with Master Hoffses. on the Youth Cavalcade
television program. Best wishes
ruary 1 the proceeds of which will George Fay presiding,
go to the March of Dimes. The
A certificate of appreciation was are ex‘ended to him for a winning
price will be 35 cents for pre-school read 5y Secretary Gertrude Small vote'
children. 50 cents for school chil from the March of Dimes and State
White Oak Grange
dren and 75 cents for adults. Beans, Grange for extraordinary volunteer
By Ruth Wiley
covered dishes, salad, pickles, rolls, serV|Ce Also read was a communiWhite Oak Grange met Friday
brown bread, coffee and cake will catjon
from
Sister
Margaret night Jan 24 with Master Er.
be served
Frieder, who is passing the winter nest Castner in the chair.
Sister Inez Montgomery was re- months in Florida.
The chairman of the supper
ported to be a patient in Knox Hos
An invitation has been extended
given to the Knox County Republi
pital.
to attend a school of instruction at
cans reported $30.25 profit.
Pioneer Grange of Union on Feb
Warren Grange
Several members signed for the
ruary
8.
A
supper
will
be
served
By Nancy Benner
sewing contest.
Anyone else
at
6.30.
Tuesday night, it was voted to
wishing to enter can get the cards
After
a
short
business
meeting
a
have an attendance contest. Ron
"country’ store" was held with
Martha Campbell.
ald Overlock and Raymond Jenkins
Nellie
Boyles
as
chairman
assisted
Freda
Stimpson has been apare the captains of the two teams.
The losing team will give a supper by Marion Percy. Joyce Stanley and pointed as chairman of the Sears
Elizabeth Carter.
Community Service Contest.
to the winners.
Harriet Tibbets is ill with the flu
The program consisted of two
The Circle march was won by
and reported to be better.
solos: “It Is No Secret’’ and “GalLuella Crockett.
Marilyn Wiley is visiting at Round way Bay ' by Jennie Pietroski of
Eleven members visited White
Pond for a few days.
Pleasant Valley Grange.
Orett
Oak Grange Friday night.
Refreshments of "Crazy Lunch" Robinson
also from Pleasant
Since the school of instruction
Valley, showed slides on his trip
meets at Pioneer Grange on Feb and coffee were served.
around the world. Both the solos
ruary 8. the usual supper will be
Weymouth Grange
and
the pictures were enjoyed by
postponed one week until the 15th.
By Olga Burkett
all present.
Third
and
fourth
degrees
were
Seven Tree Grange
W’e were very glad to welcome
worked upon Winnifred Slader and
By Aubyne L. Hawes
Dorothy Watts with J. Herbert 11 members from Pleasant Valley
Seven Tree Grange met January’
r
22 with 16 members present in spite Gould
master °f Megunticook Grange, Rockland, and 11 from
of a very stormy night.
Grange, as initiating master; Law- warren Grange as guests, and
equally’ pleased to have visitors
The public supper served at Pio- rence °'Del‘ 33 lecturer, and Wilfrom
Pioneer
Grange,
East
bur
Vannah.
master
of
Progressive
neer Grange Ha.ll last Saturday
Union: Good Will, South Warren:
night was a real success and show’s Grange as soloist.
The Harvest Marchers were: and Evening Star of Washington.
that two neighboring Granges can
Following the program, a counBlanche
Slader. Irene Olson. Elvie
work together for a good cause.
Proceeds from the supper which Shields. Earle Maxey. George try store was held, the proceeds
totaled $54 went to the March of Gardner and Wilbur Vannah. Mrs »r
™ a" to be given to the
Dimes. Members from Seven Tree Donald Johnson of Megunticook March of Dunes.
The officers will meet at an
Grange who helped were Sisters Grange was pianist for the evening
early date with Master Ernest
Mrs.
Evelyn
Davis
w
’
as
chair
Calderwood. Ross and Danforth.
Castner to make plans for the
Mrs. Mildred Burns, juvenile ma- man of the committee serving
tron. and Keith Cramer, juvenile luncheon to the Independent Egg year.
Producers' Association Tuesday
Members extend their deepest
evening.
\sympathy to the family of Chester
A record hop was held for the Bgooks who recently passed away,
Hubbard Farms
benefit of the Polio Fund Wednes- Though not a member, he was
day evening by Mrs. George New- well known by all of us.
EGG HtODUCTIOM
bert.
Next meeting is Feb. 14. MemCROSSBREDS
The Grange School of Instruction bers are asked to respond to this
!
Far Large Eggs and
is to be held at Pioneer Grange roll call with a suggestion for
Saturday evening. February 8. Community Service for '58.
NO. 4M CROSS
T Everyone is invited.
I Ab outstanding brown egg?
crow exrells in large early egg?
sixe, high sustained production?
and uniform strong shell gaal- ‘
,Hy.
LEGHORN CROSS
This bird will compete with
'the top Leghorn Stratus la prodartion and feed efficiency. It
exrells la large eggs with strong
aad good interior qaality.
R-1F7 UMBERCHICK
The Nation's Leading
White Leghorn.
For Prices and Information
Write or Telephone

LOUDVILLE

By Josephine Finley

The Sherman Giffords have
moved here from Massachusetts,
and are living in the summer
home of the Ernest Giffords of
Hyd< parl< Masg

Evening Star Grange entertained
the North Knox Traveling Grange
Monday, January 20. with White
Oak. Medomak Valley and Pioneer
Granges represented.
Three more applications for mem.
. .
•
j «
j
bership were received and referred
to the investigating committee.
< I
A varied program included a wel
1 *
< > come by the lecturer in the form

Mrs. Mabel Gifford visited her
daughter, Mrs. Nellie Poland at
n * „ .
j
,
Round Pond one day the past week
and was aLso a dinner guest of
her sister' Mr' Ruth Collamore
< > of an original poem; readings by’ there.

Corl ft. Erickson ”
, g g g g + g>

Evening Star Grange

SCHUYLER HAWES, RALPH PEARSE

FARMS TOP GREEN PASTURES

Photo by’ Gil Jaeger
judging curried
Farms operated

Schuyler Hawes, left, and WfHi tin Pearse discuss
out recently in the Green Pasture* « n Winter Contest.
by the pair were judged winners in Knox County.

The Schuyler Hawes and Son
farm in Union topped the County
Green Pastures in Winter Contest
according to County Agent Gil
Jaeger. In second place was tfo(*
Ralph Pearse and Sons Farm in
Hope.

Other farms scored in the county
area were the Eben Haggett farm
in Damariscotta Mills; Herbert
Hawes farm. Union: Frank Calder
wood. Union; Mason Johnson. RocKland; and Leon Johnston. Jefferson
A judging school was held at
the Herbert Hawes farm. Judges
were farmers from the county.
A cutting date of June 10 was
set as the day’ when all farmers
harvesting forage crops should be
at woik putting up hay’ or grass
silage.
Although cutting should
not start later, it could start earliei
The purpose of the project is to

By Henry Teague

Models in poultry seem to he
changing almost as often as
changes are made in automobiles.
A breed or strain that may be in
high favor today may be just a
memory to most poultrymen a
short time hence. Ten years ago
a flock that averaged 200 eggs
was considered O.K. and now 250
egg birds are common talk.
Even though a bird may be ad'
vertised as a 250 egg producer,
these promises do not always
seem to hold up under average
farm conditions.
But. if the
breeder is giving real facts in his
advertisements, there will certainly be some flocks come close to
the 250 egg mark. Records on
other farms will be cut down by
such things as disease, accident,
insufficient equipment, lack of
ventilation and other causes.
But the average rate of produc
tion on efficient farms has cer
tainly increas'd over the past
decade and it looks as though the
end is not in sight.
There is no question but that a
pound of broiler meat can be pro
duced on less feed today than
ever before. Improved stock ad
vances in nutrition and better
medical protection are working
together to make broiler raising
enterprises one of the most effici
ent food producing systems in the
country.
Every once in a while there is
news of break through! in one or
another branches of the industry
that is little short of startling.
For quite a while now there ha!
been general knowledge among
egg producers that light plays in
important part both in the grow
ing of pullets and rate of lay. It
has become common practice to
light the birds from the middle of
August until the middle of May
giving them a constant day of
from 13 to 14 hours. The amount
of light needed is standard too
with warnings given out that
bulbs must always be kept clean
and promptly replaced.
Some time ago there were
articles about experiments with
flashes of high powered light for
brief periods which apparently
gave the same gland stimulation
as constant lights. This system
has not seemed to catch on.

teach farmers to evaluate their
own winter feeding program . by
figuring out the actual amounts of
bay equivalent fed per one hun
dred pounds of cow body weight;
the efficiency of farm operations,
the amount of milk produced from
grain, and other factors showing
feed efficiency.
The county agent pointed out
that the Hawes farm averaged
two acres per 1200 pounds cow
unit, and the Pearse farm aver
aged 1.8 acres per 1200 pounds
cow unit. Labor efficiency on
most of the farms scored rated
at least toward 200,000 pounds of
4 per cent fat corrected milk.
An.v farmer interested in learn
ing how to score his own farm
should contact the county agent
who will be glad to be of assist
ance.

Tuesdoy-Thursday-Saturday

Malcolm Joy New
President of K-L

Home Service

Sheepgrowers

i

by Eleanor Spear

Malcolm Joy, of Camden, was
elected president of the KnoxLincoln County Sheepgrowers’ As
Co.
sociation at the group's annual
meeting held in North Nobleboro
Sunday dinner is so often a prob
Harvard Beets
Thursday evening.
lem. Everyone arrives home from
Peel raw beets, cut in thin slices
Mr. Joy succeeds Chesley Cripps church
hungry
with
nothing or dice. Mix 1/3 c. sugar, 14
of Camden. Other officers elected ready. Here’s a dinner fit for a
tbsp. flour. ■* c. vinegar, M c.
were: Hudson Vannah, Nobleboro. king which can be cooking while
water, and 4 tsp. salt. Pour over
vice president; E. P. Livingston. you’re gone. Have a salad in the
beets in casserole, cover and bake
Waldoboro, secretary - treasurer; refrigerator, and your dinner is
at 350 for 14 hours.
and directors, Chesley Cripps. complete and ready as soon as you
Rhubarb or Apple Betty
Camden, Gilbert Bryant, Camden return home.
4 c. butter or margarine, 2 e.
and Al Roberts, Friendship.
Sirloin Roast
bread crumbs, 14 c. sugar, 4 tsp.
County’ Agent Gil Jaeger spoke
Select a 3 lb. sirloin roast. Place cinnamon. 4 c. uncooked rhubarb
on future plans of the group; and
in a shallow pan; season with salt or sliced apples, juice and rind of
Extension
Livestock
Specialist
and rub with soft fat. Place in 1 lemon.
Jack Goater discussed the results
cold oven. Switch to 350 and
Melt the shortening and add
of the Penobscot County Lamb
roast in electric range oven for crumbs. Grease a shallow pan or
Pools held this year. Mr. Goater
14 hours.
baking dish and put into dish a
noted that the average price re-.
Oven Roast Potatoes
layer of fruit and then a layer of
ceived by’ farmers was $22.02 for j
Wash and pare small potatoes. crumbs. Sprinkle with cinnamon
91 pound average lambs in good
condition against $12.89 for lambs Pre-cook 10 minutes in a covered and sugar and repeat until dish is
saucepan with 4 cup of water; filled. Pour over all 4 c. water
underweight with no finish.
Jerome Emerson of Penobscot drain. Brush with melted butter to which lemon juice and rind has
County discussed the methods used or margarine. Sprinkle with salt been added. Place on top rack
in these pools. Professor of Live and put in a pan around roast. and bake with rest of dinner at
350 for 14 hours.
stock Bruce Poulton from the Uni Bake at 350 for 14 hours.
versity of Maine discussed the
need for efficiency in farm opera
A Dessert
tions.
Thank You For
Extension Economist Allan Man For February
chester gave the agricultural out
February has its own round of InVltinCJ AA© In
look for various agricultural pro
ducts, and noted the apparently holidays, and because of one of I
By Gene M. West
good prospects for lamb and wool them, George Washington’s Birth- I
Home Demonstration Agent
production
in the state.
He
day, we also celebrate National
thought the numbers of sheep in
Cherry
Week. So as a salute to
Once again the weight control
the state would triple within 10
the month of February, today’s classes are under way. It is hoped
years.
About 75 sheepgrowers attended recipe features a delectable d^s that the members will get the ensert that is appropriately serve! couragement they need from all of
the meeting.
with a cherry sauce.
us.
Simple to make, this torte comShirts are being made all over
A & P Supports
bine! whole wheat flakes, nut- Knox-Lincoln County. Mrs. Charand finely cut figs—you lotte Smith, clothing specialist, Uni
Maine Corn Packers meats
may substitute dates if you wish, versity of Maine Extension Service,
In response to an urgent request As another special feature, serve was here for the first class. Every
by Maine’s sweet corn canning in if elegantly with Coffee Cappuc- kind, color and description of shirts
dustry, A&P Food Stores are con cino. To make this coffee, mix are being made. It would be nice to
ducting an aggressive sales cam one-third cup expresso brew with see a goodly number of them topaign to help reduce the heavy one-third cup hot milk and one- gether when they are all finished,
third cup whipped cream. The My thanks to Mrs. Gladys Patrick
surplus of the commodity.
The firm's newspaper ads and whipped cream will float to the who is helping me with the classes,
Monday of this week W’e had a
radio and television commercials top and you may garnish with a
will highlight low prices now in dash of ground cinnamon, or slip visitor. Mrs. Mabel Lovejoy was
here from Orono. She said to say
effect. Store window signs and in a cinnamon stick.
hello to everyone for her. Mabel
displays will feature the product. Fig-Nut Torte
looks well and is very happy. Plans
Company
representatives re
cup sifted flour
were made for her to be at the
cently pledged full cooperation Lj teaspoon baking powder
area meeting in home management,
with the canners at a special ^2 teaspoons salt
meeting at which the Governor s j m cups Pep (whole wheat but the weather kept her aw’ay.
While she w’as here she gave me
end agriculture leaders of Maine.
flakes
a recipe which I am giving you
Vermont and New Hampshire ’4 cup chopped nutmeats
today.
stressed the need for all-out sup 1 cup finely cut figs
port by retailers.
ANADAMA BREAD
2 eggs, separated
The heavy supply of fancy 1 cup browm sugar, firmly packed (2 loaves)
cream style canned corn now in !
H cup yellow corn meal
Sift together flour, baking pow
2 cups boiling water
New England warehouses has •
der and salt. Crush Pep into fine
posed a problem for the industry |
2 tablespoons shortening
crumbs; mix with sifted dry in
2 yeast cakes dissolved in H cup
If the surplus is not substantially '
gredients. Stir in nutmeats and
warm w’ater
reduced, some canning plants;
figs. Beat egg yolks until thick
Bread flour (or all ’round flour) to
may be forced to shut down this !
and lemon colored; beat in sugar.
make a stiff dough (6-7 cups)
coming season.
Stir into flour mixture. Beat egg
cup molasses
Special multiple can prices and
whites unntil stiff but not dry. 1 tablespoon salt
full case prices are being offered
Fold into batter.
Spread in
by A&P, representing attractive
Add corn meal to boiling water
greased 8x8 inch pan. Bake in
savings to consumers.
and mix well. Add shortening and
slow’ oven (325°F.) about 25
molasses.
Cover with cloth and
minutes. Cut into squares and
let stand until lukewarm. Add dis
serve w’ith whipped cream or
solved yeast, beat well and add
cherry sauce. Yield: 9 servings.
flour. Knead on board until smooth
Note: Dates may be substitut'd
and elastic. Place in greased bowl,
for figs if desired.
grease top of bread, cover with
cloth. Let rise in warm place until
received his Novice Amateur Ra
slightly more than double in bulk.
dio license (KNICVU) last June,
Form into loaves, on floured
the first in Washington.
Now
board, place in two greased pans,
having passed the required test,
lightly grease top of bread. Put in
he has a General Amateur Radio
warm place and let rise in pans
License which permits him to until double in bulk.
talk with another A. R. operator
Bake 35 minutes at 350°.
District cooperators who plan anywhere in the world. His call
Read The Courier-Gazetta
to construct drainage ditches, letters are KICVU.

lighting that preliminary tests
have shown increase the rate of
lay as much as four or five dozen
eggs a year per hen.
The system calls for raising the
pullets with a constant day of six
hours of light. When the birds
start laying, the light day is in
creased 18 minutes
a week
thioughout the laying year.
If this system is used, all windows
must be convered and a fan ven
tilation system set up with intakes
baffled to keep out light and drafts.
A generator would be practically
a necessity to insure the success of
this system. The cost of change
over would not be out of reach for
most poultrymen, but it would in
volve a considerable amount, chief
ly for fan equipment.
What is the reaction of the aver
ponds and other type of structures
age poultry-man to this news. The
first thought is exciting. But we should decide early in the season
already have about all the eggs our just what they plan to do. Bv
marketing systems seem to be able making an early decision it gives
to handle. Would an overall in the District personnel sufficient
crease in egg production to this time for layouts, designs, etc., if
startling degree reflect in more needed. Farm ponds with dams,
net revenue for the farmer? The especially, take considerable time !
downward trend in eggs is forcing and need to be planned well ahead ;
many small farmers out of busi of construction time.
The farm pond constructed last
ness. Others are driven to expand
summer on the Henry Laukka !
because of the decreased profit perunit. If this new plan is proved farm. Union, has been completely'
successful in on the farm tests, filled with water for some time. !
many farmers may be forced to Henry did a fine jeb of making j
change over their operations to get the forms for the concrete spill
way, seeding, liming, fertilizing. '
this increased production.
The six hour plan for raising pul grading and so on. It is antici
lets sound interesting. The farmer pated that the pond will be
who is willing to work nights as stocked with trout which in turn
well as days, could care for his will afford another source of food.
laying flock during the day and The pond was designed and con
his growing stock at night. He could structed under the supervision of
pick any six hours in the 24 that the Knox-Lincoln Soil Conserva
tion District personnel.
suited him best.
Most farmers have a daily rou
tine which can be changed some SOUTH WALDOBORO
on occasion but with a pen dark
Mrs. Dorie Prock of Orffs Cor
18 hours out of the 24, work could ner and Mrs. Jean Winslow of
only be done with the birds during Thomaston were guests Thursday
the six hour period which might tie of their father. S. H. Winchenbach.
a farmer a little tighter to his farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin WinchenOn the other hand industrial work baih were in Rockland Thursday.
ers with knowledge of poultry rais
Mrs. Nellie Wallace called on
ing. could raise flocks of started Mrs. Clemer Burnt and Mrs.
pullets during the evening hours. Gertie Burns Friday afternoon.
And the started pullet idea is in
Cards from friends at Daytona
creasing in favor each year.
' Beach, Fla., this week quoted the
So this new system may be a temp. 65 degress, too coo! for the
great benefit or on the other hand
beach.
it may be another great big head
ache for the egg producer.

Several pupils have been ill
Mary’ Esancy, Grace Waters, Net
tie Grinnell and Gladys Linscott; with colds and unable to attend
WASHINGTON
interesting remarks by Deputy and school.
Clifton Brann last Friday re
At
least
the
man
who
agrees
with
In
this
week's
iaeue
of
a
na

Mrs. Allen Young, James Dornan,
Cecil Prior was at Round Pond
Linscott and William Saturday afternoon to attend the tional farm magazine appears a you In all things gats credit (or ceived bis general license to op
erate aa amateur radio. Brann
story of a radical new system of having good judgement.
GrBCie; humorou* recitations byfuneral o< toery Richard!

of
Central Maine’Power

Money-saving news for farmers

Warranted up to 4 years
Tha Gulf Rower Crott

lottery is just plain

jam-packed with power. It’s a

dry-chargtd
can't lose

battery, sealed at the factory—it

power on the shelf. You add

the liquid when
you’re ready to use it-and get the full

power you paid for!

For fast, dependable service
call your Gulf Farm Dealer:
MARITIME OIL COMPANY
DISTRIBUTORS
orders save yea cash

delivery tlgM la year Seer.

I
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Mttcnb XJoiir CluircK
Services for the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints "Mor
mon Church” are held each Sun
day morning at 10.30 in the Grand
Army Hall in Rockland.
The
Priesthood meeting for the men
is held at 9. Sunday morning at
the Grand Army Hall.
Relief
Society for the women is held
Wednesday
evening
at
7.30.
Everyone is cordially Invited to
attend all services and meetings.
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon Obi. I. W.,
Rector: Parish Mass and sermon
at 9.30. Weekday Masses, Tues
day, Thursday, Friday, at 7.30; on
Wednesday at 6 a. m.

the study of the Book of Ephesians
with the subject "Unity and Uni
formity." The service will be fol
lowed by a joint meeting of the
trustees and building committee.
On Wednesday evening the Boys'
Stockade and Battalion will meet
at 7 p. m. The Pilgrim Pioneer
Girls will meet at 3 30 and the Ex
plorer Pioneer Girls at 7 30. The
Opportunity Class will hold i^s
monthly meeting in the Annex at
7.30 on Thursday. Teen Time with
winter sports or indoor games will
be held for teen-agers on Friday
evening. A service of prayer will
occupy the usual Saturday evening
place on the weekly schedule.
•

•
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Karnival Kandymakers Use Firemen’s Kitchen
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Beyond

the timber

rises sheer

line

'or or.

Looking at this great giant of

selves.

nature we marvel at Cod's creations . . .
and are aware of the comparative insig

democracy no. _ . c^- neither
""'"re
Th»,e o‘J“.Ia,,on eon
eosons why ev “ ’ ,Our .round
"'end s»,v:c„ , y £'«» ,hould

nificance of man.
Yet, man is far from insignificant, save
And He gave man a

Lh
Sake o! ">e C
a, ,ne'ds *“ mo^

He gave him character and

,al support

responsibility.
It is man who can progress to heights

far greater than this mountain.

for h,s

and '

brain, and a soul, with a sense of right

and wrong.

°no sup.

'he
h-s own sak.
‘‘•'Oren s sok- ,3,

in physical size. For God, after all, made
man in His image.

,o,(o.

Oha,Jr ] __ • tu.la.n, o.‘
•’o stored
* 3 Cl ‘zor.ship

rock, towering above the clouds them

pj„„
-no read

But he

'*P»er

needs help to do it—Cod's help, through

the help of the Church.
■
You weren't meant to stand alone in
this world.

Remember that , . . and go

to Church this Sunday.

Copyright 19S8, Keister Ad*. Service. Strasburg, Va.

Sponsored by
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insaranre Corp.

Rockland -Camden - Union - Vinalhaven
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

GREGORY'S

Hen's and Beys*

MEN S AND BOYS' CLOTHING
116 Main St.
Rorkland
Telephone 291

MCDONALD'S
TEL. 8

THOMASTON

MAINE

LINCOLN E. McRAE, INC.
INVESTMENTS

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.
GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES
Clark Island

ROCKLAND-ROCKPORT LIME CO., INC.
ROCKLAND —

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS
Prescription Specialists
<28 MAIN ST.
BOCKLAND

MAINE

G. H. ASTON & SONS, INC
410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Our Luncheonette

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
ROCKLAND’S COMPLETE FAMILY STORE

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

AVIS RENT-A-CAR
John Carry, Prop.

Telephone SOM

SUPERIOR OIL, INC.
BOX 628

ESSO PRODUCTS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

DRAGON CEMENT COMPANY
Division of American Marietta Company

THOMASTON, MAINE
SENTER - CRANE'S

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

A QUALITY DEPARTMENT STORE
Rockland, Maine

W. C. LADD AND SONS
INSURANCE
Rockland, Maine

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County in Thrift and

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS

Home Ownership Since 1888

SERVICE AS YOU WANT IT

SI I MAIN ST.

TELEPHONE 69

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE

WIRTHMORE STORES

TOUR FAMILY DRUG STOBR

WIRTHMORE FEEDS
46 PARK ST.
TELEPHONE MW

RICHARDSON'S
FROST & WILKINS, INC

Clothing aad

THOMASTON

RANGE AND FUEL OIL

—
FEYLER'FISH CO., INC.

STANLEY'S GARAGE

LOBSTERS — FISH — SCALLOPS
Fresh and Salt Fish of All

Sales aad Service

RAMBLER

40-FATHOM FISHERIES AND TRAWLERS

A. C McLOON & CO.

PROCESSORS OF FROZEN FISH

Distributor Shell Gasoline. Range, Fuel Olin
Utility-Gas aad Appliances

ROSS MOTORS, INC
CADILLAC — OLDSMOBILE

VAN BAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO., INC.

BOB'S RESTAURANT
U PARK STREET-------- IS MAIN STREET
Family Style Dinners Served Daily

GILBERT'S BEAUTY SALON
JEAN MORSE. Prop.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC

SIS MAIN ST.

Electric Appliances, Radio, Telerieten
FOB SERVICE CALL TO
MI MAIN ST.

TELEPHONE IIS

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
THOMASTON —

HUSTUS BODY SHOP

MAINE

Automotive Marhlne Shop Service
TELEPHONE 466
THOMASTON

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Member of Federal Reserve System

Member Federal Depaatt laaaraaee Corp.

Member Federal Deposit laaaraaee Corp.
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The Sunday morning service at
St. Bernard’s Rockland, Sunday the Pratt Memorial Church will
Rev. Merle
Masses, 8 and 11 a. m. St. James' be held at 10.30.
Thomaston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of Conant will preach on the theme
Good Hope, Camden, 9.30 a. m.; “Our Abiding Place.’’ Anne Davis
Confessions at St. Bernard's, Sat will play “Choral” by Palestrina.
urday at 3.30 and 7 p. na. Daily “O Saving Victim” by Tours, and
“Praise Ye the Lord of Hosts” by
Maas at 6.15 a. na.
• • •
Saint-Saens. The choir will sing
St. John tne Baptist Episcopal “Ave Verum,” by Mozart, and C.
Church, Thomaston: Holy Com Eugene DeGroff will sing “Panis
munion every Sunday at 8 a. m., Angelicus” Bread of Life by
I preceded by morning prayer at Franck. The Church School will
1 meet at 11 o’clock for Bible study.
7.10 a. m. Sunday Schoo! every
Sunday at 10.30 a. m. except first All members of the parish are
Sunday of the month. Morning welcome to a class. The Youth
Fellowship meets at 5 o’clock for
Prayer and Family Service first
worship, .business and a program,
Sunday of each month for parents,
i The Boy Scouts will hold their
children. A warm invitation is
meeting on Monday at 7 o’clock.
extended to everyone to attend
Vaino Johnson is Scoutmaster. The
this service. Communion break
Girl Scouts meet on Tuesday affast at 9 a. m. each Sunday nt
I ternoon at 3.15 with Dorothy GorKnox Hotel.
dan, Betty Mason and Harriett
: Worship services for members Ladd leading the group. The Bible
of The Church of Christ will be Group will meet on Tuesday eveconducted at 3 p. m. Sunday in j ning at 7.30 to study the third chap
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock ter of Acts. Every member of the
Street. Evangelist Dwaine Evans parish is invited to attend. The
of Augusta will lead. All visitors Family Night Supper will be held
' on Wednesday night at 6 o’clock.
welcome.
! Mrs. Thelma Stanley is the chair
• • •
| Divine Love’s inexhaustible power man. Following the supper Rus
and abundance will be brought out sell Wolfertz will put on a short
Sunday at Christian Science serv demonstration of Cub Scout work,
assisted by several of the Scouts.
ices.
Matthew’s account (ch. 8) of the Registration cards for the Methohealing by Christ Jesus of the cen ( dist Camp have been received. We
turion’s servant will be included in must start early to plan for this
the Bible passages to be read in event, because the camps for the
| different age groups are filling be
the Lesson-Sermon on "Love”.
From “Science and Health with fore summer. The senior choir wrll
Key to the Scriptures" by Mary rehearse on Thursday night at 7.30,
Baker Eddy will be read the follow and the junior choir will rehearse
ing (494:10): "Divine Love always on Friday afternoon at 3.15.
• • •
has met and always will meet every
The People's Methodist Church
human need.
It is not well to
imagine that Jesus demonstrated of South Thomaston will hold its
the divine power to heal only for a worship service at 3 o’clock and
select number or for a limited its Church School at 2 o'clock.
period of time, since to all man Rev. Merle Conant will preach on
kind and in every hour, divine the subject “Our Abiding Place.”
I Communion will be observed. All
Love supplies all good”.
The Golden Text is from I John members of the parish are invited
(4:7): "Beloved, let us love one an to attend.
• • •
other: for love is of God; and every
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap
one that loveth is born of God. and
tist Church. Church School will
knoweth God."
meet for classes on Sunday at 9.45
Sunday services and Sunday
a. m.; morning worship by the
School are both at 10.30 a. m. and
Pastor at 11 a. m. The Ordinance
Wednesday evening meetings are
of Communion will be observed in
at 7.30.
this service and the adult choir
• • •
Communion Sunday will be ob will sing. Both the B. Y. F. groups
served at the First Baptist Church will meet in their respective rooms
with the reception of seven new on Sunday at 5 p. m. They will
members including Mrs. Laurence hold a combined meeting at 5.30
Nystrom who has joined by letter, p. m. in the vestry where a film
and Raymond Deane, Charles entitled “As We Forgive” will be
Morey. Carole Rackliffe, Margaret shown. Refreshments will also be
Dow, Margaret Stanley, and Law served; 6.30 p. m.. Church School
rence Stanley, who were baptized teachers meet; 7.15 p. m., Evening
at Christmas time. They will re Service.
On
Monday the Association
ceive the hand of fellowship from
the pastor and deacons. Music B. Y. F. rally will be held in this
will be furnished by the choir, led church. Films will be shown. The
by Mrs. Lillian Joyce with Miss church workers training classes
Carol Elwell, organist. The Rev. will begin on Monday at the Cam
Roy I. Bohanan will speak on den Baptist Church at 7.15 p. m.
"Taking a Picture" for his chil All those wishing to attend please
dren's sermonette, and will preach register \\ith the pastor. The first
on The Baptism of John and Jesus home mission study class will be
for the communion meditation held Tuesday at the vestry at 7.00
p. m. Miss Eda Knowlton will
The service will begin at 10.45.
The Sunday School hour will lead and the area of study will be
commence at 9 30 a. m.. under the Racial Relations. The February
direction of Ansel Young. After Church Fellowship supper will be
the devotional period in depart held at the Vestry at 6 30 p. m.
ment assemblies the classes will Wednesday. A program will folbe led in Bible study by their In ♦ low the supper.
• • •
dividual teachers.
At
the
Owls
Head Baptist
At 5.45 p. m. the Early Teen
agers will meet in the annex Church: Morning worship Sunday
building with Robie Copeland as at 8 45 a. m.; Church School. 10
leader. Earl Bell will . speak on a. m.; B. Y. F.. 6 p. m. Prayer.
"Duties. Enjoyments, and Re Thursday, 7 p. m.; Bible Study
wards of the Christian."
The Hour, Thursday, 7.30 p. m.
• • •
Senior Ambassadors will meet at
At the Congregational Church,
the same time in the upper vestry.
Rev. Charles R. Monteith. pastor:
A membership class for adults
morning worship at 10.40. with
interested in baptism and church
sermon by the pastor “Redeem
membership will be held in the
ing Our Society”. Church mem
vestry at 6 p. m. The four week
bers will be received and the
course will include an informal
sacrament of the Lord’s Supper
discussion of aims, requirements,
observed. The senior choir will
privileges, and beliefs of church
sing, directed by Mrs. Howard
members.
Dearborn, with Mrs. Howard Rol
The Gospel Story Hour will be
lins at the console; church school
0eld at 7 p. m. with the 7.30 to 8
classes will convene at 9 for 4
o'clock portion broadcast by Sta
tion WRKD. Ansel Young will be year olds through high school,
the evening soloist and the choir and at 10.30 for 2 year olds
Comrades of
will sing under the leadership of through grade 8.
Mrs. Joyce. Theme of the eve the Way will omit their meeting
ning message will be "The Re Sunday evening.
Appointments for the week in
ward We Seek."
Appointments for the week will clude: Monday. Girl Scout Troop
7 meets at 3. Den Chiefs of Pack
include the following:
Monday at 7.30 p. m., the Colo 20$ meet at 4 for training and
supper, and Boy Scout Troop 206
nist Pioneer Girls meeting.
Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. the Golden meets at 7.30; Tuesday, Girl
Hour of prayer, praise and Bible Scoot Troops 1 and 2 meet at 3;
i study. The pastor will continue Wednesday, the Woman’s Associ-

l

* d||
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The Kippy Karnival midway was well supplied with candied apples Friday due to the efforts of a
group of youngsters who spent three evenings this week making the delicacies in the kitchen of the fire
station. A delicious mixture of white corn syrup, butter, sugar, bright red vegetable coloring and cinna
mon was used to make the confection in which the Macintosh apples were dipped. Wooden dowels were
cut to make the sticks, and when the job was done, the teen-age candy makers had 1150 confections on
hand. Displaying their wares are, from the left, Laura Joki, Nancy Cross and Leatrice (onwav.

Andy Swanson of Augusta.
“The Gospel of Action”, (Mark),
Rev. Howard Welch of Rockland;
Hold School On
and “The Pastor's Round Table”.
Rev. Alton Maxwell of Augusta.
Christian Living
Rev. Frederick Barton of Cam
There will be an area school of den and Rev. Mr. Bently and Rev.
Christian Living at the Chestnut Mr. Swanson of Augusta.

Camden Church To

Street Baptist Church in Camden
Monday nights, Feb. 3, 10, 17 and
24 from 7.15 to 9.25 p. m. This
school is sponsored by the Depart
ment of Christian Education of
the United Baptist Convention of
Maine.
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr. Jr., pas
tor of the host church, will act
a.s school director and Rev. H.
Christie Schjeveland, pastor of
Lhe Baptist Church in Damaris
cotta. will be the chaplain.
Courses of study and leaders
will be: “Personal Christian Liv
ing”, Rev. Vernele Dyer of Bel
fast; “Creative Methods of Teach
ing”. Rev. Meldred Huffman of
Manchester.
“The Epistle of Joy”, (Philip
pian*
*), Chester Wyllie and Rev.
Sterling Helmer of W’arren; “Our
Baptist World Mission”, Mrs.
Charles A. Marstaller of Bangor
and Rev. Elmer Bently and Rev.

Some Unemployed
Not Applying For

Insurance Due
Commissioner Joseph E A. Cote,
Labor Representative on the Maine
Employment Security Commission,
said yesterday that many workers
are now becoming unemployed for
the first time. In spite of the pre
sent high unemployment in the
State, he believed many of those
entitled to draw unemployment in
surance were not applying.
In
some instances, this may be be
cause these people wish to save
their credits, or possibly many are
confusing unemployment insurance
with charity and are not aware that
unemployment insurance is an
earned right. Commissioner Cote
also feels that some do not know of
the requirements needed and do not
understand just what to do to make
application for the unemployment
insurance to which they may be en
titled. Therefore, the Commission
er would like to point out certain
facts which he feels will be help
ful to workers—particularly those
who are entitled to file unemploy
ment claims for the first time.

.

cure some of the necessities of life
during the period he is not receiv
ing a pay check”, said Commission
er Cote. He further pointed out—
“workers, unemployed through no
fault of their own, have been paid
several million dollars in Unem
ployment Insurance benefits and
these benefits have helped to pro
vide clothing, food, fuel, electricity,
and other necessities of life.”
Commissioner Cote is urging all
workers, who are now unemployed,
to visit the nearest State Employ
ment Office so that a determination
may be made as to whether or not
they are entitled to draw unemploy
ment insurance at this time.

Stairs Free Of
Clutter Prevent

Serious Falls
Keeping stairs and steps free of

clutter and in good repair can go
a long way toward preventing ser
ious falls.
Clutter on stairways and disre
pair are two of the leading reasons
for falls, says Mrs. Pauline E.

Lush, Extension Service home man
agement specialist, University of
Maine.
To prevent u&.Jg the stairs as
handy storage places for articles to
be carried up or down, provide &
handier and safer place for brooms,
mops, wastebaskets, stacks of
magazines, overshoes and child
ren’s toys. Then no one will be
Any worker is entitled to apply tempted to use the stairs for stor
The Reorganized Church of
for unemployment insurance but age.
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
everyone is not eligible to draw
In addition to having a clear
will hold their services as follows
benefits as there are certain basic walkway the full length of each
on Feb. 2: Morning Church School
and
fundamental
requirements tread, Mrs. Luch recommends being
at 10 a. m., classes for all age
which must be met. The Maine sure stairways are solid under foot
groups; morning church worship
Employment Security Law requires —no loose boards, no protruding
at 11 a. m . speaker. Elder George
that a worker must have been em nails, no shaky handrails, no worn
W’oodward. This Sunda>’ will be
ployed in “covered” employment carpets or rubber treads. Replace
Sacrament Sunday. Young peo
during his “base period” and all fault\- items rather than patch
ple’s meeting at 5.30 p. m., leader, earned at least $300 in such em ing.
Priest Gene Walton;
evening
It pays Io have the full length of
ployment. A covered employer is
preaching at 7 p. m., speaker. any employing unit that employs the stairway well lighted. This
Priest Coleman Woodward. On four or more employees for some means good daylight and three-way
Wednesday prayer meeting will part of 20 different weeks in a cal- light switches at both top and bot
be as usual at 7 p. m.
endar year. The claimant's “base tom of the stairs.
• • •
Hand rails are a must, points out
period” is that calendar year which
There will be special services precedes the “benefit year’’ dur Mrs. Lush. They’re called for on
at the Church of the Nazarene this ing which the claim is filed. The both sides of open stairs and on at
weekend with Rev. Paul Rines. “benefit year” runs from April 1 in least one side of closed stairways.
pastor of the Church of the Naza one year to March 31 the following Also, never place a loose rug at the
rene. Oakland, as the speaker. year.
j top or bottom of a stairway. It
Services Friday and Saturday
A worker who becomes unem- could be disastrous.
evenings will be at 7.30 p. m employed should, either in person
Services Sunday wiil be: Sunday or by mail, notify his nearest State
Maine factory workers get their
School at 9.45. morning worship Employment Office promptly of his money’s worth in food. Back in
at 11. Young People’s meeting at desire to file a claim. Workers 1929 an hour’s wage in the aver
6. and the evening evangelistic should register for work with the age factory would buy just under
service at 7. Rev. Mr. Rines will employment office covering the 6-12 loaves of bread. Now it
be preaching at both the morning area in which they live, and they will buy 11 loaves. Then, an
and evening services. The mid must be able and available for full hour's wage would have bought
week prayer meeting will be on time work at their customary occu 18 ounces of beefsteak. Today it
Wednesday night at 7.
pation or at such other work as buys about 34 ounces.
•
• • •
I their prior training and experience
At the Universalis! Church cn shows them to be fitted and quali Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.
Union street the Sunday service fied. The Law requires that a one
is held at 11 a. m. This week Rev week waiting period be served in
BEST FUEL-DEAL
William J. Robbins will preach on each benefit year. The waiting per
IN TOWN!
the topic, “Why Men Worship”. iod is not payable. The claimant's
The choir will sing under the di weekly benefit is based upon the
rection of Esther Rogers with amout which he has earned in his
Ruth Dalton as organist.
base period. The minimum pay
At the same hour the Church ment is $7 per week and ranges to
School meets under the leadership a maximum of $33 per week. A
of Sam Collins. During the as qualified worker may draw the
sembly colored slides will be amount to which he is entitled dur
shown of Jordan Neighborhood ing a benefit year when totally or
House, one of the service projects partially unemployed and for as
o* the. Universe list Church for long as he has credits available.
Negro children in Suffolk. Va. At These benefits are not to be con
i TNB WMw B
3 p. m. the young people meet at fused with any payments made to
the church for a visit to radio Old Age and Survivors Insurance.
GOLF) J
^ntst
station WRKD.
| In Maine, workers themselves do
Appointments for the week in not pay directly for this insurance.
hooting
clude the following: Monday, 3. ■They collect the benefits if quali
Girl Scouts: Tuesday. 7.15, choir fied. but their employers pay for
rehearsal at 10 Claremont street; this insurance.
Maritime Oil Co.
Wednesday, 7 30. Tonian Circle at
Unemployment Insurance is de
834
FARM ST.
the home of Mrs. Gladys Orff; signed to provide funds which will
DOCKLAND. DAZNB
Thursday. 3. Brownies.
help the unemployed worker to se
ation meets at 3, and the Rounds
Group at 7.30; Thursday, the
Senior Choir rehearses at 7, the
Odds and Ends meet at 7.30, and
Post 206 meets for its monthly
planning session at 7.30 at 35
Beech street; Friday, the Junior
Choir rehearses at 3.15.
• • •

GILF SOLAR HEAT
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Van Baalen Union Officers Installed

THOMASTON

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

ROCKPORT
MRS HERBERT CROCKBTT
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3503

News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST., TEL. 156-5

BITIIARY

o'clock followed by evening service
The Polio Clinic for pre-school
at 7 with Rev. Welch as speaker.
children up to 20 years which was
When making out your will re
Beta Alpha meets at 7.30 Monday*
to have been held Feb. 13 has member your church and you*
night at the church. Thursday,
been postponed to a later date.
hospital.
prayer and praise service at 7 with
A large crowd met Wednesday
Russell Hoffses as speaker.
evening at the Methodist Churcr < HARLES F. MILLIKEN
Federated Church School Sunwhen Frank Merrill, son of Mr.
Charles Frank Milliken, 70. hus
day morning at 9.45 followed by
and Mrs. Carroll Merrill of Rock- band of Glenora Hall Milliken of
service of worship at 11 with Rev.
land spoke of his trip to Europe | Camden, died late W’ednesday after
John A Morrison bringing the
when he attended the Boy Scout a brief illness. He was born at Linmessage on. "Create and Renew.”
Tvbilee.
Boy Scouts from all colnville August 30. 1887. the son of
Solo by William T. Smith, Jr..
over the world went and while Amos and Lena Colson Milliken.
"Cut of the Depths” by Rogers
‘here they met Lady Agnes Baden
He had been a resident of Cam
Anthem by the choir. "Make a
Powell, who with her husband, den foi- most of his life and retired
Joyful Noise Unto God” by Tal•.vere the first leaders of Scouting in 1952 from textile work.
Mr.
midge. Sunday morning services
:n Europe. Mr. Merrill showed Milliken was a member of the
will be broadcast over station
slides of them meeting her and Seventh Day Adventist Church.
WRKD during this month. Youth
many more of his trip.
Also
Surviving besides his widow, are
Fellowship group meets at 6
many souvenirs were on display four sons. Amos W. Milliken and
o'clock
Monday at 7.30 the 4th
from all different places where Eugene M. Milliken, both of Cam
quarterly conference of the Metho
he had visited. Girl Scouts. Boy den, Donald M. Milliken of Port
dist Church will be held with Rev.
Scouts. Brownies and Cub Scouts land, and Warren M. Milliken of
Alfred G Hempstead of Augusta
and their leaders all in uniform Clinton. Mass.
conducting the meeting. Tuesday.
Four daughters. Mrs. Blanche
all marched in at the church. The
Friendly Circle meets at 7.30 with
Youth Fellowship boys acted as Libby and Mrs. Lena Joy. both of
Miss Hilda George.
Co-hostess
Photo by Shear
Officers of the local union of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, pose with Joseph ushers and the Fellowship girls Camden, Mrs. Marian Brodis of
will be Mrs. Charlotte Konelick.
Lincolnville, and Mrs. June Gorman
Mrs. Doris Adams and Miss Nora Salerno, seated at second trom 4eft, the new England director for the union. Seated from left to right: served refreshments furnished by
President Neil Brown. Salerno, Secretary-Treasurer Edith Wall and Business Agent Guy Capizzi. Stand the members of the WSCS. Marion of Savannah, Ga.; two brothers.
Seaver.
ing from left to right: shop stewards Joseph Lombardo, Lillian Warren. Lydia McClure and Esther Robi
Upham thanked Merrill for his George Milliken and Walter Milli
Mass will be celebrated at St. shaw. Vice President Belle Robarts and steward Stanley Richards.
fine
talk and pictures and a gift ken. both of Camden.
Mrs. Dorot
James' Catholic Church Sunday
The New England director of plant in Rockland, that he expects now have six.
Four sisters, Miss Blanche Milli
was presented to show their ap
at cards Wednesday night to bene morning at 9 o’clock.
ken of Sanford, Mrs. Clara Drink
the Amalgamated Clothing work the recent recession in production
The
new
officers
are:
Neil
preciation.
During
the
refresh

fit the Polio fund. Prizes were
Holy Communion at 8 o’clock at
in the garment industry to change Brown, president: Mrs. Belle Ro ment hour the fuse blew and water of Camden. Mrs. Cora Blake
won by Mrs. Della Kirkpatrick. St. John’s Episcopal Church Sun- ers of America. CIO-AFL. Joseph
this year.
barts. vice president; Miss Edith candles were lighted.
During of Union, and Mrs. Lillian Colpitts
Mrs. Hilda Keyes Mrs. Leona j jay morning. Family service of Salerno of Boston installed the
He also remarked that negotia M. Wall, secretary-terasurer; Guy this time songs were sung by the of Lawrence, Mass.; 24 grandchil-j
Quinn and Miss Ethel Upham. morning prayer at 10.30. Sunday officers of Local 371 Wednesday
dren and 11 great grandchildren. ,
tions are now in process on a na Capizzi. business agent; and Jo- children.
Others attending were Mrs. Gwen School will be omitted.
night at the Community Building. tional level to increase the hos
Funeral services will be held
se£h Lombardo Mrs. Lillian WarRociiport Brownie Troop met
dolyn Upham Mrs. Evelyn Moody
Sunday School at the Assembly i
Salerno told the officers, who pitalization and old age retirement ren. Mrs. Lydia McClure. Mrs. Tuesday after schoo, al the E)p. Saturday (today) at 2 p. m. from
and Mis. Marian Vinal Refresh of God Church Sunday morning at
represent about 250 employees of benefits of the members and to re- Esther Robishaw and Stanley mentary Building with 34 present, ‘he Laite Funeral Home with El
ments were served.
10 o'clock followed by service of
Girl Scout Troop 3 donated two worship at 11 o’clock with Rev. , the Van Baalen-Heilbrun Company quest one more paid holiday. They Richards shop stewards.
The Flag ceremony was held with der Roger Ciauson of Bangor offi
dollars to the Poli<- fund and Troop Calvin Rogers bringig a message ,
Jean Sprague and Sharon Free ciating.
5 donated one dollar.
man holding the flags; the color
on "Three Conditions For Fire of
Camden Lions
Cu?*1."19
The sum of $41.70 was realized God To Fall.” Christ Ambassador ' VINALHAVEN
bearers were Paula Goodridge and MRS. INEZ LIBBY
Mrs. Inez Lihbv. widow of Henryat the teen-age record hop at Wey Young People meet at 6 o’clock
Cathy Phillips.
Mrs. Caroline
Father
and
Son
LAWRESTON C CRUTE
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Correspondent
mouth Grange Hall Wednesday followed by evening service at 7.
Barrows and Mrs. Jane Beckwith Libby, died Wednesday at Wash
Correspondent
Telephone 387-3
night.
This was to benefit the Rev. Rogers' subject will be
Banquet a Success worked with the younger Brownies ington. where she had been a pa- ■
Telephone 172
Weymouth "Word of God.” Tuesday, prayer
Polio fund campaign
and made kerchiefs. Mrs. Mil- tient at a nursing hom£ since 1953. ;
Aubrey Aiken of Boston spent
The first Father and Son Dinner drpd Roberts worked wlth thp Fly She was 87 and was born at War- '■
Grange donated the use of the hall meeting at 7.30. Thursday. Bible
Jdargu-erite Chapter. OES. will last weekend at his home, Drift sponsored by the Camden Lions was Up Girls on outer doors and many ren, the daughter of Isaac and i
and Earle Maxey donated hls ser study at 7.30 p. m
wood Farm.
vices as special police. George
a huge success with approximately brought in useful household ar- Mary Andrews Lermond Meserve, j
Worship service at the Finnish meet on Monday evening at 7.30
The student* of the Cushing Con 100 attending. Guest speaker of the tides that they had made plus a April 9. 1870.
Newbert gave his time and use of Congregational Church Sunday at at the Masonic Hall. A memorial
records.
Co-chairmen were the 1.30 with Mrs. Helen Saarion service wiLl be held at the close solidated School began the third evening was Municipal Court Re- map. Karen Larrabee, Girl Scout.
In her early life she had been
Report corder Domenic Cuccinello of Rock told the Brownies the history of
of the meeting.
Refreshments semester last Monday.
Misses Marian Smith and Judith bringing the message.
an employee in the Georges River
cards were passed out on the pre land. who spoke on "Juvenile De Girl Scouting. A letter was read
Minott. Mr. and Mrs Sam PipiDevotional services at the Holy will be served followed by a
Woolen Mill and before her illness
cello of Owls Head. Mr. and Mrs. Trinity Lutheran Church Saturday penny sale with Mrs. Roy Arey ceding Friday.
linquency or Delinquency of Par from Lynda Hudson saying be had been employed as a house
Tne Town Club will meet on ents. the Schools and the Children”. cause of transportation she will not
Leon Beattie and M: and Mrs. night at 7 o’clock preceded by a , and Mrs. Leon Ai ey in charge of
keeper in Thomaston.
Each
member Monday, Feb. 3 at the Consolidated
Carl Littlefield were chaperones.
While Mr. Cuccinello spoke. Lion be able to be a Brownie. Made
6 o’clock get-together and supper j entertainment.
Only’ cousins. Bernard Teague
School
at
7.30
p.
m.
Cub Scout Pack 215 met Thurs to welcome Rev. E. A. Kvllonen of please bring some gifts for the
Bill Kelley was showing cartoons line Kennedy was welcomed as a and Miss Tina McCallum survive.
George Montgomery, Jr., and to all the younger children down new Brownie. Their nex^ meet
day at the Federated Church with Hyannis, Mass., who will lead the , penny sale.
Funeral services were held
a good attendance. The theme for worship services on Sunday. On , Mrs. Doris Chilles was hostess sons William and Joseph recently stairs.
ing will be Tuesday. Feb. 4
from the Simmons Funeral Home
the month was Movie Makers” Sunday Sunday School will be held to the Mad Jems Club on Wednes returned from Pittsfield, Mass.,
The February supper committee
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mis. Friday at 3 o'clock with Rev.
with each Den presenting a skit. at 9 o'clock followed by English ( day evening. Lunch was served where they visited Mr. Mont was announced as follows; Chair George Norwood, Beech street, Sterling Helmer officiating. Buiial
gomery
’
s
sister,
Mrs.
Dorothy
Cubmaster Gordon DeWolfe gave services at 10 o'clock.
man Aubrey Young, Rev. Melvin H. were Mr. and Mrs. James Craft was in the Newcomb Cemetery.
Finnish i and a social evening enjoyed.
a short talk on the first movies services will be held at 2 o'clock. • Jack Littlefield is a patient at Davis.
Dorr. Jr.. Dick Moody and John and daughter Susan and Mrs. Paul
The Methodist Youth Fellowship Fitzsimmons Also announced was Britton of Providence R I
made. The following awards were Wednesday night at 7.30 the Wom the Veterans Hospital in Togus.
GUY F. SHAW
made by J. Warren Everett, chair an's Guild and Men's Brotherhood
Mrs. Phyllis Beaumnont visited will meet at the Broad Cove the Ladies’ Night committee, who
Guy F. Shaw, 58. husband of Mrs.
The
Trytohelp
Club
will
meet
man of awards: Bobcoat pin. Allan will meet at the church.
in town over the weekend, return Church on Sunday. Feb. 2 at 6.00 are as follows
Chairman Bob Monday’ evening at the home of Bertha Salley Shaw of Warren, died
p.
m
They
’
will
be
the
hosts
to
Mersfelder: Bear badge James
ing to her home in Worcester.
Laite, Kip Burkett. Norman Cote,
the Friendship Youth Fellowship. Lawrence Tedford and Walter Mrs Rita Norwood on Beech Street. Wednesday in Rockland, he had
Ail remaining dresses one-half Mass , on Wednesday.
Carney, one gold and one silver
There will he no meeting Feb been ill since August. Mr. Shaw
arrow point Larry Harriman; one price, nice half sizes included
Wadsworth. Ladies’ Night is sched
Mrs. Jean MacDonald enter A motion picture will be shown.
ruary’ 4'for the members of the was born February 11. 1899. at
Services
will
be
held
on
Sunday
gold arrow point Riehard Win Lucien K. Green and Son 16 School tained the "50 Club” on Tuesday
uled for the last Tuesday in Feb
Pittsfield, the son of Rodney’ M.
Rockport Thimble Club.
12-14 evening. Lunch was served and at the Broad Cove Church at 9.30 ruary.
slow and Carl Shesle: : one silver Street. City.
The Johnson Society met* Wednes and Gertrude Witham Shaw.
a.
m.
Church
School
will
follow
arrow’ point. Schuylei Morrison
the evening passed with cards.
The club welcomed back Lion Joe day afternoon at the home of Miss
Mr. Shaw had been night overMrs. Roberta Ames of Spruce EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mis. Ann Philbrook is a patient at 10.45 a. m. and the evening ser Brewster, who has been out sick Marion Weidman on Russell Ave- seer in the card rooms of the Piovice
will
be
at
7.30
p.
m.
Head and Mrs Anna Peaslee of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Murphy at the Labey Clinic in Boston.
for the past few weeks.
nue. The members worked on a neer Mill, Pittsfield; the Abbott
Glen Cove were guests of Mrs. of the village were supper guests
D.D.G.M. David Duncan. Sr.,
quilt.
Mill, Dexter; the Littlefield Mill in
Herbert Sanborn recently
Saturday of Mr and Mrs Frank returned from Rockland on Tues WEST WALDOBORO
Rockpoi t Cub Scouts Den Six met Plymouth, before coming to WarMrs. Charles Seavey of Rock- Miller. Other recent callers were day after installing Knox Lodge
Miss Ramona Jackson, a stu Appleton
after school W’ednesday at the home ren tw’o years ago. where he had
land entertained the Chatsum So- and Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook in South Thomaston Monday ev* - dent of the Gorham State Teach
MRS RUBY CHAPLEfl
of their Den Mother. Mrs. Mildied worked in the card room of the
sum Club Tuesday evening Among of Camden.
ning.
Correspondent
ers College spent the weekend
Roberts. The boys made a castle. Georges River Mill as night over
the Thomaston members attending
Tel West Appleton 3-14
Mrs. Annie Doe, Mrs. Bertha
The "Little Women” held their with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
forest and a house which will be seer.
were Mrs. Herbert Sanborn, Mrs. Jameson and Mrs. Adelia Jameson second meeting of the season on A’frea Jackson.
used in their sketch, "Movie MakBesides his widow and his father,
A
baked
bean
supper
sponsored
Donald Sanborn. Mrs. Carl Wood attended the Button Club in Union Januaiy 25th. at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Anna Stahl has closed her
ing’’. w’hich will be presented at Rodney Shaw of Pittsfield, he is
and Mrs. Ralph Burkett. A sur Saturday.
Lucille Burgess.
The afternoon home and gone to Bridegport, by the Grange and Community Club the Pack 200 meeting at the Con- survived by two sons. Kenneth
prise pantry party was given to
Mi and Mrs. Kenneth Marshall was passed in making posters de- Conn., where she will spend the was held on Tuesday for the Bene gregational Parish House in Cam■ ,■
—
'r.-=
fit of the March of Dimes Campaign
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Burkett last of Boothbay Harbor and Mr. and pitting the Life of Christ and Bible j winter with relatives.
den.
Johnnie Larsen brought in ments were served by Bruce Mcweek.
Mis. Earl Moore of Warren were scenes to be used in the Junioi SunMrg
Harlow Genthner had followed by a basketball game a camera which he had made for Intosh. The next meeting will be
played by the High School and
lay School room A lunch was en-' piirht robin8 at hpr bjrd (ppd
calleis Sunday of R. I. Marshall.
Church News
his part as camera man Refresh- Wednesday, February 5.
Alumni. In spite of the inclement
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Marshall joyed with hot chocolate and marshweek
Sunday School at the Baptist
.
ti- i
i weather the results were very enChurch Sunday morning af 9.45 foi- still remain in ill health.
mallows, assorted sandwiches and
Mr. and Mrs James Winch' n-■
lowed by service of worship at 11
Why do folks go to Florida in a potato chips. Those present were: b»ch and son of Augusta, visit d couraging. netting the sum of $58.
There will be an Adult Polio
with Rev. Howard Welch of Rock- winter like this? Surely a very mild i Rachael Burgess, Diane Bruce, his mother. Mrs. Nettie Winchen
Clinic Monday. February 3, from
land bringing the message. Bap- season with plenty of rain, guess Esther York Hazel Conarv and bach last week.
6 to 8 o’clock at the Community
tist Youth Fellowship meets at 6 everyone must have plenty of wa Elaine Osgood.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield
- ------------------------------------------ — ter. Thirty-eight years ago we had
Mr. and Mrs Murray Hopkins and Mrs. Viola Kuhn were n Building. Dr Tounge will be in at
tendance assisted by Hilda Paxman,
no snow until January 23rd. Then it entertained on Wednesday eve Rockland Last Friday.
R N.
came, or.e big storm right after ning Mr. and Mrs. William Bruce
Mrs. Florence Bidwell and Mrs.
TOWN OF
another, blocked everything so that and daughter. Diane on the oc Catherine Waltz were in Ro< kwoods work was at a stand still. casion of Mrs. Bruce's birthday land last Thursday.
EAST LIBERTY
THOMASTON
Men folks couldn’t cut or haul and i Games were played by’ the child
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Sm h
Mrs. Stanley Doting started for
it lasted until March 13th w’hen ren and refreshments were served and three children of Waterville Prince Edward Island Monday
TAXPAYERS' NOTICE
came a terrible rain. I can re-j of brownies, homemade ic* cream were last Sunday guests of her morning to visit her mother who is
The Town Books will close
member it well as I was sick for j and a beautifully decorated birth- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey ill.
February 15th.
All accounts
several weeks with pneumonia and day cake made by Mrs. Hopkin-. W’inchenbach.
Milton Pease has gone to Miami;
must be paid on or before this
>oo»oao+o.»o.
childbirth. There is plenty of time ! f hurch News
date or be publicly advertised
Herbert Standish of W’aldoboro Beach. Florida, w’here he has em-1
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
for
a
very
cold
snowy
’
winter
yet.
{
Or.
Sunday
morning.
Rev.
W.
S.
In the annual report.
spent last Thursday with Mr. and I ployment.
SVXDAV: S.«M-5.45dt M,
LEON E FITTS,
When a child I have heard the old Stackhouse will take for his subject, Mrs. Arnold Standish.
Mrs. John Q. Adams, who spent
Feature. 3.25-fi.nO-M.3O
Town Manager.
folks say "a mild w-inter might "Higher Levels With God”. A ComDAILY: 6.30 - M.30
several days the fiist of the week,
14-15
mean six weeks sledding in July.” munion Service will be held at the
in the Thayer Hospital in Water-'
close of the regular church service. , SOUTH THOMASTON
ville. has* returned home. Her'
Sunday School Will begin at 10
The Mother's March for Polio
AMAN WITHOUT A NAME—
daughter, Mis. Florence Nutter is
o’clock and Bible Class will meet will be held tonight from 7 to 8
w’ith her.
■■
for the important
A GIRL WITHOUT A FUTUREat 7.30 in the evening.
o'clock.
Spruce Head and the
Mr . and Mis. Leroy Howes w’ere !
River Road wiil be included in
things in your life
AN ADVENTURE
Mother Nature gave everyone a the march. Mrs Clayton I»< r.ni- in Portland Thursday to visit his,
' neck to hold his head up—but a son is Chairman, assisted by Mis. mother, Mrs Hattie Howes, who
WITHOUT EQUAL!
»25-»5O-»1OO
underwent an emergency operation
j little pride helps a lot. too
Joseph Baum. Mrs. Robert Nash,
Monday
night
at
the
Maine
Medical
*200 °5/t°0” *1500
Mrs. Alfred Harjula, Mrs. Ra ph
Center.
CoVby. Mrs. Austin Kinney. M.ss
Gtt 'bfou/i Nattte. Gnhf,
Margaret Arey, Mrs. Parker Den Advertise in The Courier-Gasette
OPEN AS USUAL
Ol Oti Othe/i Plate.
nison, Miss Marilyn Dennison nd
Mrs Irene Davis.
FOREST INN

Rev. Stanley Pinkham of Lin
colnville was guest speaker at the
Bible study meeting at the Assem
bly of God Church Thursday night
He exhibited a miniature Ark of
the Covenant" and explained its
meaning
Gene Harjula USN has gradu
ated from Radio School at Bain
bridge. Md.. and arrives home this
weekend to spend a week with his
family before being reassigned
Luke T. Cheney. Sr., of Sutton.
N H
daughter. Mr and Mrs. Robert
Blake.
Rev John A. M >rrison attended
the annual convocation lecture
series at the Hammond Street
Congregational Church in Bangor
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Mrs. Maxine Mahoney enter
tained at a coffee Thursday night
to benefit the Polio fund. Those
attending were:
Mrs
Maxine
Beckett Mrs. Nathalie Hahn. Mrs.
Marguerite Emerson. Mrs Florine
Bryant. Mrs. Pauline Wotton and
Mrs. Esther Wolfe.

NOTICE

Camden Home Bakery

Shaw and Clayton Shaw of Pitta*
field.
Also, five daughters, Mrs. Doro
thy Porter of Sanford, Mrs. Mar
garet Starbird of Fairfield, Mrs.
Alice Patterson of Pittsfield, Mrs.
Ernestine Emory of Machias, and
Miss Carmiile Shaw of Warren; St
brother, Eugene Shaw of Camden;
11 grandchildren and two nephews.
Funeral services will be held Sat
urday (today! at 1 p. m. from th£
Donald H. Shorev Funeral Home in
Pittsfield with Rev. Bruce P. Cum
mings of Pittsfield officiating. In
terment will be in the spring in
Village Cemetery in Pittsfield.
HARRY J. B. SIMMONS

Harry J. B. Simmons, 76, of Sau
gus. Mass., and Thomaston died at
an Everett hospital Friday after
a short illness.
He was born in Thomaston, the
son of George and Martha John
son Simmons and spent his early
life in Thomaston.
Mr. Simmons was a wallpaper
printer for the Thomas Stranahan
Co. of Chelsea for 55 years, retir
ing two years ago. He was mar
ried to the late Clementine Averill
Simmons of Thomaston.
He was a past master of the
Robert Lash Lodge, A. F. & A. M.
and a past high priest of Royal
Arch Chapter of the Shekinah. both
of Chelsea and was very active in
Masonic circles.
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
Doris L. Walters of Everett and
one son, Harry E. Simmons of
Pittsburgh. Pa., five grandchildren
an<^ nine great-grandchildren.
Funeral sen-ices will be held in
Everett Sunday and in Thomaston
Monday at 2 p. m. from the Davis
Funeral Home with Rev. John
Morrison of the Federated Church
officiating. Interment will be in
the Village Cemetery, Thomaston.

WALDOBORO
MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Main Street. Waldoboro
Tel. TEmple 2-9261
Raymond H. Jones is a surgical
patient at Knox Hospital.

Mrs. Asa Kimball will enter
tain the meeting of the WSCS at
her home on W’ednesday, Feb. 5Herbert Standish visited Mrand Mrs. Arnold Standish at W’est
Waldoboro recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Snow of
Medford. Mass., are visiting MrsKathleen Lally this week.
Miss Laura Desjardins is a pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
The W’aldoboro Women’s CluD
will meet Tuesday, Feb. 4 with &
musical pregram supervised by
Mrs. Katherine Dbw’. The host
esses will be Mrs. Viola Kuhn,
Mrs.
Goldie
Sheffield,
MrsLouella Cobb, Miss Martha CobbThe thought for the day will be
given by Mrs. Kuhn.

ENDS TODAY
Continuous 1.00-3.S7A.20-8.55

"Peyton Place"
SUN. • MON. - TUES.
Sunday, ( ontiminus from 3.00

Weekly: fi.30 - 8.30

-—rrr
SIX KIDS
ONA JT

TRUE AND

WILL CLOSE FEB. 1st

WONDERFUL

And Reopen March 1st.

ADVENTURE!

KNOX

IV10l16y. • •

IN 1 DAY

SENSIBLE PAYMENT PLANS
Money .
to pay off a group of instalment bill* and reduce your toul monthly
payment' to one 'mall amount . . . make ca-h purchases of clothing, home needs or
for any other worthwhile purpose ... w available here.

’UBLIC FINANCE
NttOCriANO:

Slow Down And Live!

DANCING NIGHTLY

Camden Theatre \
SHOW Sf HEDCLE
Friday, One Show, 7.15 p. m.
Sat.: Mat. 2 .0; Eve. C.XMt M
Sunday: Mat. S.M: Eve. 7.15
assMa, eiasvieMais*

Floors Shows Every Thursday,

Every Monday

Friday and Saturday

PUBLIC PARTY

FRIDAV-SATl RDAY-SLNDAT
January 31 - February 1-2

C-O RPOR ATIO N

Specializing In

OF ROCKLAND

Steaks, Chaps and Chicken

LEGION HOME

"Baby Fate

WE CATER TO PARTIES

MAVERICK STBEET

AXD BANQCETS
No Cover — No Minimum
TEL. TCXEIMJ 2 55M

Nelson"

TIME: 7.30 to 10.30

>59 MAIN STREET - 2nd.Floor

- Phono: 1720

Above leigMon’s Jewiry Store
life inwronce protection is furnished on your loon ot no odditionoi cost IO you, through John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co^

A SIMItAS SffYICC IS AYAIIAM TO YOU IN OVM 400
IN

ROUTE 1. WISCASSET
6 Mile* from Bath

32 STATES—LOOK FO« THI FLAG

Appaurinf Feb. h, 7 and I
Iho Fabulew Toay MeS
1S-14

, GLYNIS JOHNS

CAMERON MITCHELL

Tipcats*
ADS

NKMrMnMHlAlMNI MMlL

N
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N

ENDS SAT. 6.30-8.30, JaN Chandler, "MAN IN TNE SHADOW" ;
KARTOONS AND WESTERN

with

F^tckcy ^la^tnay

SATURDAY, 2 P.

SHOTTSUBJECT
1M4

M. — SPECIAL KIDDIE’S SHOW

Starts Wecb "SAYONARAn

ttAtumn
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Fcge Seven

girls made biscuits with Mrs. 1 now in Newton, Mass., where she clinic for booster shots, vaccina- rett, Mrs. Rodney Worcester, Mrs.
Membership in the County Ex
Smith instructing, while the second is employed as a companion, has tion and polio shots. Dr. Campbell Robert Martin. Mrs. Roy Swansen, tension Association is open to
WARREN
USE
CLASSIFIED ADS
year sewings girls made aprons been a medical patient in a hospital, will be in attendance for these at and Mrs. Charles Berry, all of War- every Maine resident Interested
1088 DOR1B HYLAB
with Mrs. Dorothy Over lock in but is improved and back at her the school. The series of pre-school ten
in furthering Extension work in
Correspondent
work.
clinics are set up for April 8. May
Mrs. Miles Cramer. Union; Mis. agriculture homemaking and 4-H
structing.
I Telephone CRestwood 4-3431 offic
SUING, BUYING, MNTWG SBVICES
Rev. Sterling Helmer is attending 6 and June 3 with Dr- Waterman Gilbert Martin. Cushing; Mrs. Ken- clubs.
The Riverside Class met Wednes
Telephone CRestwood 4-3088 horn
HEBE’S BOW UTILE IT COSTS
______
day evening with Mr. and Mrs. the Maine Baptist Women's Mis- in attendance at the Auxiliary Hall, neth Thompson. Friendship; Mrs. I
la this cotamn sot to exceed three Uses Inserted
David White, with Rev. and Mrs. sionary Winter Conference in Au- The time for these to be at 10 a. m. Clayton Howard. Mrs. HebertMar-' Advertise in The Courier-Gaxette
oaee fer W cents, three times, cnc denar. Additional Uaes U cents
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Robinson of Curtis C. Busby assisting. A joke gusta at the Penney Memorial ^$p- stork Shower
tln’ and Mr8' Me,tland Jackson !
for each Use. hall prlee each additional time wed. Fire small
Newport and Mrs. Hugh Blodgett shower was held for the Vaughan list Church. Thursday. Mrs. Emm,.
words to a Use.
..... ------- ......................................... Thomaston; Mrs. Lloyd Mayberry I
NOTH E
Philbrook was
Special Notice! AB ’’bttad ads” ss called, L a., advertisements
of Westfield. N. J., were in town
Mrs. Gary Kenniston. Mrs. Edward : PROBATE NOTICES
Kalloch,
Mis.
Minerva
Marshall
Philbrooks.
which reqaire the answers to he seat Is The Coarter-Gssette offlee
honor guests at a stork shower held Maxcy and Mrs James Halligan STATE OF MAINE
! for the funeral services of their
lor handling, cost Id eeats addMoaaL
Minnie of
Page
attended
-"
IK To
persons
interested mnamed
e.the
Robert Redmond of the State and
TheMrs.
condition
Tovio
Jaskella. at the home of. ..
MrST _
Dav--------*d Whlte Rockland.
t(jeaBeata
tes "hereinafter
brother. Earl Robinson.
There
A name shoald appear on all classified ada to secure host results.
Department
of
Audit
has
completed
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
were several old time friends and
Invited guests Church
•^(lrc|l jfews
At a Probate Court held at RockNews
the yearly audit of the town books. who is a patient at Knox County Tuesday evening.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
members of Arcana Lodge. K of P.
emains about
w<Jrghiat at
. Wanen
General Hospital, remains
about were:
were: Mls
Mrs- Howard
Mowara Stetson.
Stetson. Mrs.
Mrs.Worship
the th(Warren
Baptisttist land, in and for the County of Knox.
Miss Florence Weaver, who is the same.
of Thomaston also in attendance.
Charles
___ on .the
Charles Wren.
Wren. Mrs.
Mrs. Gerald
Gerald Emery,
Emery. Church
g gttwenty-first
J() g m day of January,
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Sterling
Helmer.
"The
First
as received except from firms or Individuals
and by adjournment from day to
accounts with The Coarler-Gasetts. Const the Words—Five to a
gaining
Edward Barrett. Mrs. Warren Apostles”. Church School at 11.10. day from the twenty-first day of
school. The second year cooking
'EXPERIENCED Boat Builders
said January,
Philbrook. Mrs. Russell Smith. Mrs.
on wood vacht construction wanted.
Evening service will be at 7 p. m. The following matters having been
Health ( ouncil Meets
Everett Draper. Mrs. Edward GamL
’
T>ERS
MARINE
CONSTRUC

The
theme.
“
Faith
and
Hope
”
.
presented for the action thereupon
EGGS & CHICKS TION CO. P. O. Box 1275. Stam- The Health Council held a busi- mon Mrs. Richard Barnard. Mrs.
Monday evening, the Lincoln Asso hereinafter indicated it is hereby
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
CLEMENTS GOLDEN CROSSES ford, Connecticut._____________ 14-16 ness meeting at the Auxiliary Hall Robert Beattie. Mrs. Carroll Martin.
ORDERED
:
ciation BYF meets in the Littlefield
Bl SIX ESS OPPORTUNITIES
pullets make rugged, healthly
That notice thereof be given to
UNREGISTERED Bull Terrier SNOW PLOW for sale, metal V- high-producing layers for market i MONEY - MAKER - START a Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. Annie Mrs. Curtis Busby. Mrs. George Memorial Baptist Church at 7 p. m
Pups for sale, 7 weeks old, $15 and plow, unused, 5* wide, 3' high, cost eggs. Cockerels make excellent; Neighborhood Laundry, small down Lehto. Mrs. Mattie Campbell and Martin. Mrs. Richard Butler. Mrs. for the February Rally. The pro all persons interested, by causing
a copy of this order to be published
$20. TEL. CEdar 6-3742 after 5.30 $170. will take $100. Call CRAMER broilers—grow fast, dress clean, i payment.
bank
rates.
Write Mrs. Ernestine Ingraham were ap- Howard Maxey, Mrs. Carl Erickthree weeks successively in The
P m.________________________ 13-15 CEdar 6-3003.
14A15-S4T-tf Also, Red-Rocks. Leghorns, Reds YANKEE CORP., 262 State Street, pointed to have the revised by son. Mrs. Lloyd Maxey, Mrs. Earl gram w’ill consist of a film.
Church School is at 9.30 a. m. at Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
THREE Boys’ Suit Coats for sale.
for eggs—White Rocks for meat. Brewer. Maine, or call Bangor 3626 laws ready for the next meeting. Gammon. Mrs. Laura Partridge.
lished at Rockland, in said County,
Size 16 and 18. MRS. M. F. ROi Priced reasonable. Maine - U. S. | from 8 a. m. to 11 a. m.
13*15 Mrs. Jean Laukka, Mrs. Mary At- Mrs Damon Gushee. Mrs. Leroy the Second Congregational Church that thev may appear at a Probate
FOR SALE
BARTS. Belfast Road. Camden. Tel.
The
morning
worship
service
is
at
Court
t0 be held at said Rockland
Approved Pulloi um Clean^ Write
THOUSANDS of busy mothers are wood and Mrs Esther Lunden were Norwood Mrs. Joyce Siili. Mrs.
Power Boat “AVOCET”, 26’
OEdar 6-3502
14*18
or phone CLEMENTS CHICKS, using school hours adding to the
10.30 a. m. Rev. Curtis C Busby on the eighteenth day of February,
long, beam 8',4", draft 26",
INC.. Route 33. Wipterport. Maine. fami:y income selling AVON COS- appointed to have a program foi Bart Pellicani. Mrs. Dayson James- has chosen as a sermon theme, A D. 1958 at ten o clock in the
PRICE Reductions: Nice 4 Piece Chris-Craft 95 H.P. D I). 6 cyl.,
i
<C> METICS and GIFTS
You never the annual meeting, which will be son jjrs. Fred Perkins. Jr. Mrs. Openedi w
Bedroom Set. $37.50; Studio Couch. engine new 1955. Built 1952.
Windows
oft the Faith I forenoon, and be heard thereon if
i thev see cause.
know until you try.
But DO IT held in March
Jennie Kenniston, Mrs. Carl Perry,
$16; 3 Piece Parlor Set. $15; 2 Complete to go with life raft and
The Dorcas Circle. King s DaughMARIAN A graham, late of
NOW
Contact
FRANCES
H
Blonde Maple Chairs. $22.50; Easy paddle, search light, good horn,
A Polio Clinic will be held Feb- Mrs. Miles Leach. Mrs. Leland Phil*******
FIDES. Bowdoinham. Tel. MOhawk
.....
„
,
, ters. will meet with Mrs Edna Rockport, deceased.
WILL and
Spindrier, 15: one oil heater, $12;
stationary compass. 2 bunks
s24m
12 14 ruarv 7 at the grade school and brook. Miss Carolyn Philbrook. White Monday afternoon.
CCDJC1L thereto and Petition for
oil heater, $6. Other stoves at your with hair mattresses, copper
sX K 2°sman crtUgeaJ ’GENERAL Housework by the j this will be for grade school pupils Miss Janet Philbrook. Mrs LewviUe
_____
! Probate thereof asking that the
price. Beds for sale. HARVEY gas tank, stern seat cushions,
GURNEY, Union. Tel.
STate engine enshion, boat hook, an
Price reduced to $4,200 for quick hour or day wanted. TEL. 436-M
and pie-school children.
March Pottle Mis. Haii’j Stied Jr.. Mis.
In their 4-H club work dozens same may be proved and allowed
5-2449
__ 13*15
chor, etc., $1500. net. May be
sale. SECURITY REAL ESTATE _____________________________ 12*14 14th will be the regular school Dana Smith. Jr.. Mrs. Anna Star- of Maine boys and girls learn how and that Letters Testamentary
issue to Effie L. Veazie of RockCO. Dorothy Dietz, opposite Village
.OBSTERS
WANTED.
TOP
- --------STRUNK Chain Saw for sale, seen at 40 Fathom Trawler,
to care fot and operate farm port, she being the Executrix
Inc., Rockland, Me. Mrs. J. R.
Marstin T. Simmons of Thomaston
Green. Camden. Tel CEdai 6-2117 PRICES
PAID
FOR
GOOD LEG 41 NOTICE
very good cond. Tel. THOMASTON Hamlen. 417 Beacon St., Boston.
named therein, without bond.
or some other suitable person be ap tractors safely and efficiently.
or 6-3240
14-lt STOCK.
REGAL LOBSTER CO.
NOT1<.,^
143.
14*16
Mass.
14742*14
MARGARET GRAHAM, late of
pointed
Administrator
without
"THE PRICE IS RIGHT" on this ,>HONE ROCKLAND 1705.
116-tf ------ —•................. .’
TWO Living Room Rugs for sale;
LEGAL NOTICE
' To all persons interested in either bond.
Borough of Metuchen, New Jersey,
small
cozy
home
in
Camden.
The
also. misc. items and winter
deceased. Exemplified copy of Will
ESTATE CLINTON YOUNG, late NOTH I.S OF APPOINTMENT
MOUTON Lamb Fur Coat for house has four rooms, sunporch. wanted. 40 hour week. Write BOX
estates hereinafter named
clothes, very reasonable. 39 UNION
i THOMAS C. AYLWARD. Reg- an(^ P’obate thereof, together with
12-tf
***
**
At a Probate Court held at Rock- of Rockport, deceased. Petition for
STREET. Camden. No pHone calls, sale, in good condition. $20. CALL cement cellar and a good sized 5. The Courier-Gazette
13U5 house lot with a shady backyard.
HOUSEKEEPER for Elderly Wo-i iand. in and for the County of Kr.ox. Administration asking that Evelyn jSier of Probate for the County of Petition for Probate of Foreign
please. Come any time.
14-16 CEdar 6^3132.
Has city water but will have to man wanted. 11 MASONIC ST .'On the twenty-first day of January, M. Deane of Rockland or some Knox, in the State of Maine, hereby Will asking that the copy of said
Ven
etian
Blinds-Wtndow
Shade*
ENJOY real comfort without up
have a flush. Ideal for a small Tel. 173-R.
12-tf ;n the year of our Lord one thous- other suitable person be appointed certify that in the following estates Will may be allowed, filed and reAll Styles and Colors
set. We will install any coal or
Administratrix. w ithout bond.
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retirement
couple.
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I
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i
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Discard
Your
Old
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Fit
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Free
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plete in one day. ready to use. No
Administration, with the Will an
ment see C W. SMALL. Tel. CEdar NEWMAN for restoring and re- day from thetwenty-first day of LAWRY. late of Vinalhaven, de- conservators and on the date heredown payment, take 36 months
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO
nexed. be issued to Agnes G.
6-2778
13-15 flnishmg 48 Manonic Street, Tel said January.
ceased. Petition for Administration inafter named.
starting April. We have furnace
Tel. 939
Knight of San Antonio. Texas, with
FRANCES H PERRY, late of out bond.
1106-M
1-tf The following matters having been asking that Joseph F Headley of
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thereupon
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.
deceased
January
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SUPERIOR HEATING CO
351
n t-.
Scrap Iron. Metals
FOR SALE
136-R-tf
FSTATE THOMAS GRAHAM,
hereinafter indicated it is hereby person he appointed Administrator 1958 Douglas N Perry of New
Sherwood Street. Portland. Maine,
Kae» and Batteries.
late of New’ York. New York, de
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Cottages,
Lots
ORDER.BD:
with bond
Bedford. Massachusetts,was apTel. SP 3-8817.
13*28
MORRIS GORDON and SON
ceased. Petition for Administration
ESTATE GOLDIE M LADD, late ; pointed Executor, without bonxi
l
Street
Rockland ; That notice thereof be given to all
Business Opportunities
HAY for sale, $30 per ton. 40 LOST AND FOUND
Petition. Maxine F Amnotte of Old Orchard, asking that Agnes G. Knight of
' vw* persons interested, by causing a of -Rockland, deceased.
bales to ton. Tel. Washington 12-5.
San Antonio, Texas, or some other
AUSTIN D. NELSON & CO.
BEAGLE Pup with white body
copy of this order to be published for Administration asking that Agent in Maine.
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in
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Henry
T
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of
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SMITH
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Rock13*16 and da,k brown head lost Thursday
Real Estate Brokers
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be
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an
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deceased
January
21.
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Clayt Biller
63 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
ESTATE JOAN P ARAU and
Farm In Warren. Answers to tho
i lished at Rockland, in said County, pointed
Administrator
without George R. Robishaw of Rockland
| was appointed Executor, without HELEN L ARAL, both of Camden.
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that they may appear at a Probate bond.
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About
.
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fnr
Petition
for lippnsp
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sell Certain
certain
CRestwood 3-2358
14-lt
HOME TEL. 4 Restwood S-2S28
Court to be held at said Rockland
ESTATE EMMA E GILLETTE bond
12-tf
on the eighteenth day of February. |ate o; Hope deceased. Petition ' IZZELLE WEED late of Rock- real estate situated in Camden and
Goodyear Tires
A. D 1958 at ten o'clock in the fore- for Administration d.b.n.c.t.a. ask land, deceased. January 21. 1958. fully described in said Petition pre
TO LET
noon,
and be heard thereon if they jng that Shirley A Woodman of Eleanor F Weed of Rockland was sented by Mary L. Arau of Camden,
135-tl
Guardian.
REAL ESTATE OF ALL KINDS
see
cause.
South Thomaston or some other appointed Executrix without bond
THREE Room Furn Apt to let.
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all
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without
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Tenants
Harbor,
deceased
ll-S-14 tel 1629 or 708.
14*16
Licensed Broker
guaranteed. Will furnish material, tion for Pr obate thereof asking that bond
January 21. 1958. Elizabeth B John for license to sell certain real
ALUMINUM Combination Win
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THREE Rm Furn. Apt. with
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Warren
to
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Will
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and
alESTATE
AJ
AJ.BERT
a
BERT
DONALD
|
son
of Tenants Harbor w'as appoint* estate situated in Lincolnville and
dows and Doors for gale; also, side bath to let. 19 CRESCENT ST.
Tel. 1711 or 1773
fully described in said petition pre
13-25-tf Estimates free
VAN E. RUS- |0W(.d ar.d that Letters Testamen- PERRY of Rockport Petition for ed Executrix without bond
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sented by John E. Rainfrette of
14*16
SELL
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Post
Office
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to
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M.
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to
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DOLORES
BONNEAU
MAYO
rock wool insulation. Home Finan
lOt* ACRE Lot with three rm. I
TWO Room Furn. Apt to let;
701 Rockland___________ TS-tf anJ Robert C. Gregory, both of situated in Rockport and fully de- latp Qf Rockland "deceased" Jar Camden. Administrator.
cing Plan. Phone 1503 or 163-M.
144 UNION camp for sale plus gravel and berry —-anted chimneys
ESTATE EDNA E START, late
143-Th-S-tf nit*0- a 1 bed room
E T LONG
land; also. 80 acre wood lot with' MASON worn wantec rn,mnm Rockland, they being the Executors scribed in said Petition presented I uar 2i 1958 Harrington F Mayo of Camden, deceased. Petition for
14-16
- STREET
without bond
by Frank J. McDonnell of Rock- of Rockland was appointed Execu
block
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therein
fl-eplaces.
cellar
floors,
CKOSLF.Y-SHELVADOR for sals
200 cords, also Christmas trees. $125
Administration asking that J. Her
CHESTER E BROOKS late of!port’ Gua, dlan
FOB RENT
tor. without bond.
in good cond., price $60; also. Flor
if sold at once. C. S. CURTIS 17 foundations, also asphalt roofs
bert G6uld of Camden or some
HOSPITAL Beds Folding Whcc. Pleasant Gardens.
ence living room heater in good
12*14 and general carpentering. ALr Warren, deceased. Will ar.d Peti-1 ESTATE CHESTER R. BURNS
TOINI D JOHNSON, late of War- other suitable person be appointed
FRED NICKLES
Mason. Tel. tion for Probate thereof asking that .
tnior. deceased. Petition ren. deceased. January 21. 1958. Administrator, with bond
condition. RICHARD ILVON.J4. Chairs. Tel 939. UNITED HOME
23-tf said Will may be proved and al-p01' license to sell certain real Arne Johnson of Warren was apOwls Head
12-14 SUPPLY CO., 579-589 Main St..
969 M. P. O. Box 493
MARION E McGLUS
12-S-tf
lowed and that Letters Testamen-, estate situated in Union and fully pointed Executor, without bond
CALORIC Gas Stove for sale, Rockland. Maine.
KEY. late of Warren, ’deceased
tary issue to Ellen A Biooks of' described in said Petition presentTHREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let :: Cousens' Realty
nearly new ; also. Westinghouse re
LEROY' C. FIELD late of Rock pjrst and Final Account presented
SERVICES
Warren. she being the Executrix
by Curtis M Payson of Union
heated, elec, stove and private bath.
frig. Tel THOMASTON 241-12.
land, deceased January 21. 1958 I for aliowance by Priscilla Fowler
Boaineaa
Opportanltiei
named therein, without bond.
■ Administrator.
12-14 MRS ARTHUR JORDAN 99 Cam
Alvin L. Rhodes of Union was ap Edrke Executrix
Now Open
ESTATE DUDLEY M. HOLMAN pointed
13-tf i iCottagea» Lots and Dwellings'
Administrator.
without '
GRACE E WILLIAMS.
NOTH E TO WIRTHMORE
, den
_ 9treet. Tel. 1245.
ELM MANOR
OSCAR E. STARRETT late of
17$ MAVERICK STREET
4
CFSTOMERS
! AVAILABLE at once: 5 i oom ;;
Boarding Home for
j Warren, deceased. Will and Peti late of Owls Head, deceased. Peti bond.
'-t" of Urion. deceased. First and
tion
for
license
to
sell
certain
real
We have purchased from Wirth- house" with bath to let; also. 3 room 1 <»
Elderly People
tion for Probate thereof asking that estate situated in Owls Head and
CARRIE E THOMAS, late of St Emal Account presented for allowTel. 1538 or 1625
more their entire stock of bulk apt. overlooking harbor; 3 room’
Cad LINCOLNVILLE ROger 3-4191 said Will may be proved and alOeorge. deceased
January 21. ,.,re bv Alfred E MacFarland.
Parakeet Seeds. We have also — furn. apt. HASKELL CORTHEI.L
Reasonable Rates
lowed and that Letters Testamen- fully described in said Petition pre 1958 Dora T Hawkins of St George Executor.
Across From Golf Course
;
Bulk Treat, Sunflower Seeds. Wild Tel. CEdar 6-3284. Camden.
13-15
13*15 tary issue to Angelina A Greenough sented by Waltei F Shaw of Cam was appointed Administratrix, with
estate JOHN C. THOMPSON.
den. Executor.
182-tf
ivrnMir. TAX ARSlftTANrF
of Warren, she being the Executrix
Bird Seed. Rabbit Pellets. Etc
A House to let at 14 Oak Street.
! late of Camden, deceased. First
ESTATE
THEOIORE
JAHN
late
KEN’S PET SHOP. Corner Park Oil heat ar.d two baths. Inquire
A. E. AMES
named therein, without bond,
SYLVESTER BARROVNS, late of and jrjnai Account presented for
of Union, deceased. Petition foi
FOR SALK
and Union Streets. Rockland. 12-14 a R BACHELDER at 110 Union
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GEORGE S. HUNTLEY, late of
Rockville, deceased. January 21 allowance by Eugene Y. Thompson.
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Street.
13*15
Deputy Collector Internal Revenue Rockland, deceased. Will and Peti- Distribution presented by Samue' 1.58. Leola B. Oxton of West Rock Administrator.
room house and garage is lo
Tel. Union STate 5-2664
! non for Probate thereof asking that \V Collins. J:. Administrator.
FIVE Rm Apt with bath to let. cated on a black top) road on the
port and Farolin B. Hunter of
ESTATE ALICE E HUNT, late
ESTATE MABEL A. SPRLXG of Rockville were appointed Admin
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Call at 209 SOUTH MAIN STREET. outskirts of Rockland and affords
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Rockland.
First
and
Final
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without
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Tel.
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13*15
PAINTING
CONTRACTOR
_ ______________________________ - a beautiful view of Penobscot Bay
F.nal Account presented for allow
tary issue to Marion Fickett of c°unt presented for allowance by
Inside or Outside
EMILY W. STEVENS, late of
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Aipt. to let. ! and
surrounding mountains. It
Rockland, she being the Executrix Arthur B. Richardson of New York, Rockland, deceased. January 21 ance by Ruth Hunt Johnson and
Work
Guaranteed
second floor, oil heat. Adults only. jS newly painted and has comb.
Ralph Merton Hunt. Executors.
named therein, without bond
New York. Guardian.
Chimnevs Cleaned
1938. David A. Nichols of Lincoln
TALBOT AVENUE._____ 12*14-tf windows and doors all around. Full (
ESTATE MILDRED C. PAYSON
GEORGE EMERY CHELLMAN.
ESTATE CLARA M SMITH of ville. was appointed Administrator,
ALBERT BROWN
APARTMENT Available Feb. 1. -cement cellar with hot air heat oil I
Tenth Account pre
late of Owla H*-ad. deceased Will Rockland First and Final Account and qualified by filing bond on same of Camden.
7 Cottage Street
ll-S-14 Living room, bedrocm. kitchen and fired, electric hot water heater and
sented for allowance by Alexander
and Petition for Probate thereof presented for allowance by George date.
Tel
451-R
artesian
well.
1st
floor
has
large
ARTIST SUPPLIES. PICTURE bath, cheerfully decorated; heat
R. Gillmor. Guardian.
2-tf asking that said Will may be proved i R Robishaw of Rockland GuardMARY MILNE late of Rockland,
FRAMES and GIFTS for sale, furnished with individual therma- living room with fireplace and
ESTATE NELLIE M. PAYSON,
and allowed and that Letters Testa- pan.
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heatolator.
modern
kitchen
and
din

deceased.
December
17.
1957.
Wil

CARPENTER’S STUDIO
AND static control; kitchen mod. r- • th
late of Camden, deceased. Tenth
For inside or outside painting mentary issue to Boston Safe De-1 ESTATE MARIAN A. INGRA- liam Wesley Ames of Rockland was
GIFT SHOP, Route 1, Warren.
I refrigerator and stove included; ing room. 2nd floor has 4 bedrooms
Trustee Account presented for al
10*21 use of automatic washing machine and modern bath. All hardwood
Iso paper hanging. Call FRANh posit and Trust Company of Boston, HAM of Rockport. First and Final appointed Executor and qualified lowance by Alexander R. Gillmor.
Massachusetts, it being the Execu- Account presented for allowance by by filing bond on January 21. 1958
floors. Garage built 1 year ago. lly
’
.
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JR.
The
beet
of
work
for"
.ale,
.awed
and
basement;
tiled
bathroom
with
DRY Slabs
Trustee.
Marian I. Cash of Rockport. Guardacres of land and taxes are $133
ully guaranteed
Tel Rockland tor named therein, with bond.
an<* sbower; quiet, residential
GRACE H BROU’N also known
delivered, approx. \ cord $6
_
ESTATE JOB H MONTGOM
EDWIN L. BROWN, late of Rock , ian.
424-R
39-tt
W ILLIAM HEATH. Warren. Tel.
'ive, ™lnute,3 f,;om Will take any kind of financing
as GRACE V BROWN late of East ERY. late of Camden, deceased
land, deceased
Will and Petition- ESTATE GEORGE L HOWLAND Cleveland. Ohio, deceased
CRestwood 3-3323
W16 business area. Ideal tor individua This does not cost $20,000. no no'
Jan
FREE INSPECTION
Fourteenth Trustee Account pre
for Probate thereof asking that sa.d I »f Warren.
First and Final Ac~
j
or business couple tired of home even $18,000 nor $16,000 nor $14,000.
SEPTIC Tank and Cesspool Will may be proved and allowed : count presented for aliowance by uary 31. 1958, Willard Biown, Jr., sented for allowance by Harold J
BABY Parakeets, Cages, Stands, ownc,smp responsibilities. Inspec You'll find out when you look at
of East Cleveland and Helen B.
caned
and
repaired,
reasonable
Toys for sale. Also complete Un<now by appointment with it. What a lovely home it is. Built
and that Letters Testamentary Alan L. Bird of Rockland, Con- Hurst of Parma. State of Ohio were Wilson and Alexander R. Gillmoi
'Tree estimate
24 hour servlc. issue to Jerome C Burrows of ; servator.
of bird foods tor keets. canaries PH17.IP R. BAILEY Bailiwick about 15 years ago.
appointed Executors, without bond Trustees.
Pel.
ROCKLAND
8900.
122-tf
cockatiels_ lo\^_bird<. iwrnots and Apartnlentg 10 Claremont Street,
2. This is the day for real nice
Rockland, he being the Executor 4 ESTATE CHARLES S. SWETT. Christopher S. Roberts of Rockland
ESTATE RUTH A ELMORE
finches. FOREST VIEW AVIARIES,
17*15 listings. Here is an excellent 6
LITTLE A HOFFSE8
named therein, without bond.
J ;aje of Rockland, deceased. First Agent in Maine.
late of Camden, deceased. Third
9 Booker Street. Thomaston. Maine,
----- ------------t-t—r.r .
Building Contractors
100m house with one car garage lo
MARY F. EPPS, late of Owls and Final Account presented for
FRANK L MAGUNE. late of Trustee Account presented for al
Mrs. C. A Swift, prop.. Phone 374
FIVE Rm Lnfurn. Apt with bath
Tel 178-11
lowance bv Chester R Knowles and
Head, deceased. Will and Petition allowance by C. Snow Hall. Admin- Worcester.
to let. 2nd floor, priv. entrance, wa cated at North End. A large lot of
Massachusetts.
de-1
i land *n very pleasant surroundings 0 High Street, Thomaston Main foi Probate thereof asking that said istrator, d.b.n.
ter furnished. $7 per week
ceased.
January
21
1958.
William
!
USED Easv Washer for
and near churches, schools and cen ■|fch»n-Bsthroom Tile ft Llnoleun Will may be proved ar.d allowed and
ESTATE GEORGE T. MILLER, L. Macintosh and Worcester CounAMDEN STREET. Tel. 758-J.
ESTATE GRACE E WILLIAMS
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that Letters Testamentary issue ja|c of Rockland, deceased. First tv
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Trust Companv
both
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room
and
Remodeling
ft
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sraciAL
to Alvis B. Epps of Owls Head he j and jrjnaj Account presented for Worcester. Massachusetts, wen ap- fr’i Distribution presented by Alfred
FIVE Rm Unfurn Apt. to let dining room open, kitchen and small
Free Eatfmatee
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AVENVE TeI
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all
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floo:
_______________________
ll»-t
without bond.
Extruded welded corners (Alcoa
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Executrix.
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as__ VE'XrNTTG'rVW
nQ/VS
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GEORGE L HOWLAND, late of! ESTATE CAROLINE J TOBEY. Agent in Maine.
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Twenty-four Hour Photo Sen
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TOUR Room Apt. with bath to dows for cross ventilation and fu1
Call Rockland 143Q-W, Crertwood
ee. Ask tor it at your local stor> Warren, deceased. Will and Peti- ■ late of Thomaston, deceased Third
CLARENCE H LUNT late of for Knox County Rockland Maine
4-2688. or Vinalhaven 96 or 74. 132-tf et at 17 Main Street. Thomaston; | bath Plenty of closet space. Full r at GIFFORD’S. Rockland. Me tion for Probate thereof asking that , and Final Account presented for al
January 21.' Attest
also. 3 rm. apt. with bath, partly cement cellar with hot air heat oi.
1M said Will may be proved and al-j lowance by Annie E. Mathews. Ad Cushing, deceased
1958. Katherine G. Lunt of Cushing
THOMAS C. AYLWARD.
heated. 808 Main Street, City. TEI. fired. Electric hot water heater
lowed and that Letters Testamen-1 ministratrix. Estate of Maurice W was appointed Executrix, without j
Register
106DR.
5-tf Will take any kind of financing.
issue to Ruby Starrett Small Lord Ex. Cutor of Will of Caroline bond.
14-S-20
Business is good and listings arr MISCELLANEOUS tary
FOUR Rm. Apt. with bath to let.
of Rockland, she being the Ex u J. Tobey.
MABEL A SPRING
late of
heated, hot water; also, 2 furn needed for our spring catalogue.
trix named therein, without bond
ESTATE CAROLINE J TOBEY Rockland, deceased. January 21. | IJDGAL NOTICE
INTERESTED in Frozen Food
rooma and flush. 34 FULTON IVr list anywhere along the coas
LAURISTON B DAVIS, late of ate of Thomaston, deceased. First 1958. Arthui B Richaidson of New NOTK KS OF APPOINTMENT
Write AMANA. 906 High
5_tf|and in Knox County
Farms ar Plan0
STREET. Tel. 1379-R
Friendship,
deceased.
Will
and
j
Street. Bath. Maine.
10‘ 15
and Final Account presented foi York. New York was appointed
I THOMAS C. AYLWARD Re
THREE Rm. Furn. Apt. with full in good demand and of course all
Petition for Probate thereof as.i- i allowance by Samuel W. Collins,, \dministratoi and qualified by fil-' ster of" Probate foi' the County of
shore property.
hell; wkix: “WXIX.7
bath and shower to let. Cont. H&C
ing
that
said
Will
may
be
proved
(X»l SEXS REALTY'
ll-S-14 vater. near shopping district. TEL
' jng bond on January 28, 1958 Knox, in the State of Maine, hereby
If It la water you need writ» and allowed and that Letters Testa- ! Jr.. Administrator, d.b.n.c.t.a.
Janies S. ( oasens
•i W DRINKWATER. Weil Drill mentary issue to Elizabeth Davis j ESTATE JAMES BIRNEY, late I erome C Bui rows of Rockland, j certify that in the following estates
Complete Stock of
1838.
______ _____ 157-tf
licensed Real Estate Broker
| the persons were appointed adminng Contractor. P. O. Box 135 of Friendship she being the Execu qf Washington, deceased. First and . Agent in Maine.
GAS AND ARC
UNFURNISHED 3 Room Apt
170 Mas crick Street
Final Account presented for allowCHARLES L BOMAN, late of j istrators. executors, guardians and
'amden
Tel. 2768
Inetallmen* trix named therein, without bond.
WBLDING SUPPLIES
with bath to let. Hot and cold -wa
Tel. 1539 nr 1625
ance by Edward J Dailey, Admin-1 Vinalhaven deceased. January 28. conservators and on the date herejlan also available, no down pay
Morris Gordon A Son
ter furnished. Adults. TEL. 1624-R
Kockland. Maine
ESTATE CHARLES L HOMAN
1958 Joseph F Headley of Vinal- inaftei named.
4Af _____________________________ 14-lt nent necessary. Member of Ne>* late of Vinalhaven. deceased. Will istrator
'ngland and National Association
ESTATE L.URA BELLE .MIDLER haven was appointed Special Ad-! ANNIE M HSH late of Camden,
- GOOD USED CABS
“UNFURN Apt _to_let?5 rooms
and Petition for Probate thereof
FOR RALE
7“
1-tf asking that said Will may be 1 late of Camden, deceased. First miiaistrator and qualified by filing deceased
PeeembT 20. 19S7
We flounce our own oure
No bath, furnace. Inquire 12 KNOX
Beautifully
Decorated
Seven
Sterling C Morris of Csmden was
finance or Intereet charge. MUN STREET. Toi. 1382-M
proved and allowed and that Letters Account presented for allowance bond on same date
3-tf Room House with three bed
MINA THORNTON BEGGS, latr appointed Administrate’ and quali
SEY AUTO SALES, 181 North
of Administration with the Will by Robert Anderson. Executor
FTVE-Rm. Apt to let. 241 Main rooms and new modern hathESTATE FOREST E OAKES ' of Vinalhaven deceased January i fled by filing bond or same date,
Main Street.
16-tf St. Inquire at LAUNDERE. 235 room in colored tile. New forced
H E A n 0’ ARTER
I o fi
annexed be issued to Joseph K
HOWARD C HOLTON late of
TjSIDOil Rangee tor aale. wfctte Main. Tel. 1610.
Headley of Vinalhaven, or some late of Vinalhaven deceased First 21. 1958. The First National Bank of
142tf hot air heating plant. Laundry in
ar.d Final Account presented for Rockland, of Rockland, was ap- Camden, deceased
Januarv 21
porcelain oil and elec comb., goe " CLEAN Furniebed Apta“t6"Tet. cellar 2 ear garage connected with
other suitable person, with bond
GENUINE
PARTS
allowance by Joseph F. Headley, pointed Executor, and qualified by lie.s Fidelity Philadelphia Trus’
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON OO, free lights and water. 2 to 4 houee. 5 minutes walk to center of
FSTATE ABBIE W MOREY late
I filing bond on January 28. 1958
j Company of Philadelphia PtnnsylTt-i IBM
14>-tf rooma heated and dhheated. $7 Camden Near schools and on bus
of Rockland, deceased. Will and Administrator, c.t.a.
E A cT nR * APPROVED S rR V CE
ESTATE ALICE F NEWBOLD.
LfZrfE MARLOCK. also known vania was appointed Executor,
SxU LINOLEUMS tor aale. rog- to $10 week.
Petition for Probate thereof asking
V. F. STUDLEY, line FRANK CARROLL. 18 Trim
that said Will may be proved and Ia,e of Rockland, deceased First as LIZZIE MARTELZX'K late of
' thou" bond Samuel W Collins,
jlar $10.M for gflSfl
NORTH Boardway, Tel. 1234. of 77 Park Street, Camden Tel CEdar 6-3201.
PARK STREET MOTORS. IN(
allowed and that Letteis of Adnur.- and Final Account p,esented for Rockland deceased. January 28
Jr of Rockland. Agent in Maine,
EASTLAND
TRADDiO
FOOT. Street Tel Soon
1Mt-tf Shown by appointment only
5-tf
M Park St
TrL 7M
istration with the Will annexed he allowance by Jerome C Burrows 1958. Leo Hui tubise of Bath and
GLENN L NORTON, late of
Thomaston.
1-W
Rockland, Maine
Clam Hurtubise of Rockland wen Camden deceased
January 21.
issued to Cleveland D. Morey of Administrator.
ftPK FOR SALK
18-EOS-tf
Rockland, or some other suitable
ESTATE CARLTON H RIPLEY, appointed Executors, without bond 1P58. Mildred P Norton of Camden
Black and galvanlneA. All Maae
JAMES E
BURNS, late of was appointed Executrix without
person, without bond.
| late of Rockland, deceased. First
low price*. BICKNEIX MFO. OO..
REAL ESTATE
FLY Northeast Airlines, emnee
December bond.
ESTATE WILLARD O. BOGGS. and Final Account presented for Friendship, deceased.
LJme ae~»t
1-tf
dons
made
tor
nil
lines. late of Warren, deceased. Petition allowance by Mary B Ripley, 10. 1957 Christy C Adams of RockJOHN P LEACH late of CamGIFPOBD’S. Borklnnd. Me. 9«-tf for Administration asking that W» n- Executrix
land was appointed Adm.nisUatoi der. deceased. January 21. 1W6,
CHARLES JILLSON
SPKCIAL PUCK ON
CBSFOOIS Aik SOTC TANKS dell A. Boggs of Saugus. MasschuWITNESS. Charles F Dwinal with the Will Annexed, anti quali- Sterling C. Morris of Camden wa«
Probate Court Afd *>>' filing bond on Jan n- 28 appointed Administrator, and quailUCENSCD BROKER
Cleaned, repaired X—installed
-----------t or sonic other
J a suitable per- Esquire. Judge of
„ . ,
.
1958
fied by filing bond on same date.
Automatic
clexnin?
eauioment son be appointed Administrator, for Knox County Rockland, Maine
GLEN COVE
TEL. BOt KLAND MM
Free lnspectkm and ertimater M^out bond.
I Attest
Attaat:___
Atteet
THOMAS C AY’LWARD
THOMAS C AYLWARD.
■AMI SBPTIC BBKVICE, locally
ESTATE tY1.fr g SIMMONS.
THOMAS C AYLWARD.
NamBNVmBMltorartfMaiJrtrNt'rty. bNYom?
Register
n»4Mf
•■■nA nnAnonmtofl. Tnt. Camden late of Thomaston, deceased Peti
Register
Uoa tor fldmlfllnlullne taking that i
16S-20
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ROSEANNE MARY BURGESS ENGAGED "Pure As the

1

Driven Snow"
March 19-20

The regular meting of the Beaverettes will be held at Mrs Josephine
Sulin’s. 49 Cedar Street. Tuesday,
February 3. Hostesses will be Mrs.
Sulin, Mrs. Mildred Harjula. Mrs.
Lelia Stanley and Mrs Merle Bart

lett.

Jaycee Wives will meet Monday
for their monthly meeting at the
home of Mrs. Samuel Collins,
Samoset Road at 7.45.
Miss
Norma Hoyle of the High School
Faculty who studied in France
under a Fulbright Scholarship
wiil be the guest speaker.

An appeal is made to all clubs,
fraternal, social,
religious or
other organizations to cooperate
in establishing a central file of
Coming Events available to ail
interested parties.

In attendance at the annual Ban
gor Theological Seminary Convoca
tion this week have been the fol
lowing local clergy: Rev William
Robbins. Si
Major Alexander
Pike and Rev Charles R Monteith.

The undersigned recently made
an attempt to ascertain commit
ment dates of Rockland organzitions in order to schedule a threeact play, not in conflict with
other special events.

Charles Kigel of Warren will be
guest speak- r Tuesday night at
the Farnsworth Museum when h ■
W’ill tell of his recent trip to
Alaska to the Rockland Women's
Club. Mrs. Augustus Huntley will
be social hostess assisted by Mrs.
Edward Moffit. Mis. Kenneth
MacDougal. Mrs. Joseph Mazz- o.
and Mrs. Elmer Montgomery. Ail
members are invited to take a
guest.

A well baby clinic will be held
Monday afternoon at the District
Nursing office at the Community
Building. Inoculations for whoop
ing cough, diphtheria and tetanus
will be given, also vaccinations for
smallpox.
Dr. Kibbe will be in
The Work For Charity Club met
attendance.
Thursday for an all day work
session
with
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet at Moody, Mrs. Lizzie French. Mrs
the GAR Monday for a 6 o'clock Jennie Feyler and Mrs. Shirley
supper meeting with Mrs. Li"a Rollins as housekeepers. Follow
Carroll as supper chairman.
ing a brief business meeting, ovei
four dozen diapers and four bab\
Rev. Roy Bohanan of the First
sacks were completed for the Red
Paptist Church will be guest
Cross. Work on patchwork ar. i
speaker at the Lady Knox Chap
quilts was also accompli, hed dm
ter, DAR. on Monday at 2 p. m
ing the meeting. Other m« mbcis
when it meets at the home of Mrs.
present were:
Mrs.
Faustina
Maude Blodgett. Talbot avenue.
Crockett. Mrs. Ada Payson. Mis.
There will be an election of dele
Marguerite Grindlc
and Mis.
gates to the State Conference and
Fannie Miller.
Continental
Congress
at
this
meeting.
Miriam Rebekah I.o ’ge will
meet Tuesday for a 6 0 s’.rppex
meeting with Mrs. June E. .s a.chairman. A drill rehearsal w .. |
follow the business meeting.

Officers Of Anderson Aux. Installed

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:

BBK
Lieutenant Commander Jasper D.
Akers, USN Retired, has returned
to his home after five weeks as a
patient at the Veterans Hospital in
Togus

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

The Chamber cf Commerce, The
Courier-Gazette, the Community
Building, the superintendent of
Schools and the High School were
consulted.

Uzzell Photo

Miss Roseanne Mary Burgess
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis S. Burgess
of North Haven announce the enuagement of their daughter. Roseanne Mary, to Austin Woodman
Grant, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Grant of North Haven.
Miss Burgess graduated from
No:;!'. H..ven High School in the

class of 1954 and attended Easterr
Maine General School of Nursing
She is employed at Adam’s Restaurant.
Mr. Grant graduated from North
Haven High School in the class
of 1957 and is employed at the
Island Boat Shop.

Helin-Niskala

worth Museum for a tryout for
parts.

Mrs. Martha O’Jala announces
People will always be able to get
the marriage of her mother, Mrs. something for nothing as long as
H- l-na Monden Niskala of Lake the fish stories hold out.
Worth Fla. to Frank Helin of
Lak Worth, Fla.
Mrs Helin is well known and
PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
lov d bv the Finnish-American
colony here as she has resided in
Will Be Closed Sundays
Rockville for 40 years. Mr. Helin
During February and March
ls retired. They will reside at 921
S. B. street. Lake Worth. Fla.,
czo O. J Hakeindy for the next
few months.

The
Be&verettes
Tuesday night at the home of Mrs.
Josephine Sulin. Cedar street. As
sisting hostesses are Mrs. M; di -.-d
Harjula. Mrs. Merle Bartlett and i
A rainy weekend camping trip
Mrs. Lelia Stanley.
was held last weekend under the
direction of Oliver Curtis (Skipper,
^liss Priscilla Noddin of the high Hospital Auxiliary
at the Scout camp ground. Despite school faculty will tell of her teach
the wet weather all hands reported ing experiences in Europe Monday Honors Owls Head
a good trip with plenty to eat. Skip night at the High School PTA meet
per Curtis reports some damage ing. Mrs. Dorothy Bud. pi esident, Women Tuesday
done to the cabin, mostly by hunt w’ill conduct a business meeting
Kr.ox Hospital Auxiliary mem
ers apparently. Some patching up and refreshments will be served b; bers from Un.on will be honored
was done with more planned for the the hospitality committee.
at th< February meeting of the
future. Members on the trip were
organization, Tuesday at the
Jon Ladd, Dan St. Clair, Steve
The Shakespeare Society w.l Medical Arts Building.
Douglas. Dan Thompson, Page meet Monday night at the home of
Host ••uses for tea following the
Gray, Jr., William Keefe, George Mrs. Maude Blodgett or. Talbot Ave
3 p. m. business meeting will be
Black and Gustave Carlson. Mate nue.
Mis. Harold Burgess and Mrs.
Don Thompson has been instructing
Carl Sti’phen. Rockland and Mrs. I
The Daughters of St. Bernard's
on signalling with blinkers. Don
Emnv Howard. Owls Head.
St. Clair. Raymond Wallace and w'ill meet Tuesday at 7.30 in the
Th- tea committee will include: ]
Church
Hall
for
their
regular
William Keefe have passed their re
Mis. Lyfcrd Ames. Mrs. Ernest
quirements in Mor.se code. A Board monthly meeting.
K ywood. Mrs. Charles West. Mrs. '
of Review’ is being planned for Feb
C'ayron Bitler. Mrs. Russell Bart-1
Cub
Scout
Pack
203
held
their
ruary 5.
monthly pack meeting Wednesday '.ett, Mrs. George Avery, Mrs. :
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. House night at the Universalist Church Charles Smalley, Mrs. Samuel
will observe today the 66th anni and enjoyed colored slides of the Small. Mrs. Sherman Daniels and
versary of their marriage. Wed Boy Scout Jamboree at Valley Mrs Louis Yadeno. all of Rock
shown by Robert land; Mrs. Charles Wotton. Mrs.
on Feb. 1, 1892 at Salem, Mass., Forge. Penna
Mrs. Ernest
the couple has made their home Gregory and narrated by David George Sleeper,
The
presentation of Brazier and Mrs. Bradford Adams,
here practically ever since. Two Gregory.
children, Mrs. Beatrice H Barde awards were made to: Mark Rol all of Owls Head.
and Ernest C. House, both of Rock lins, Bobcat: John Bergi en and Alan i Mis. Clarence Leonard and
land, two grandchildren and six Philbrook. Wolf badges; George Mrs. Ern» at Cuhningham of Union
great-grandchildren are offering Ross Webelos; silver arrow point. wi’l pour. Mrs. Charles Monteith
their congratulations with the William Philbrook; gold and silver and Mrs. Harold Blodgett, Rock
couple’s many friends. Because arrow' points. Ronald Lufkin and land, wiil great Auxiliary mem
of Mr. House’s health there will Kermit Allen; gold arrow point, bers attending the meeting.
be no special observance of the Alan Fogarty, Karl Lowe and Terry
Pinkham. Service stars were pre
event.
Theatre Guild To
sented to Brian Bergren, Stephen
The Zonta Club of the Rockland Miller and John Staples Jr. The
Present Show For
area held a dinner meeting Tues- next committee meeting will be
<tey night at the Thorndike Hob-1 held Thursday Februaiy 6 at the Wading Pools
with 18 members and 4 guests Ingrahams H.ll home of Mr. and
As part of the Community
present.
Dr. Johann Brouwer, Mrs. Robert Philbrook. All com
who was guest speaker, spoke mittee members are requested to Achievement Program, the Knox
most interestingly of the Educa attend in order to make plans for Theater Guild Tuesday night laid
tional system in the Netherlands, the annual blue and gold banquet. plans for a three act melodrama,
“Pure As The Driven Snow", to be
bis native country.
Members
Mrs Ralph Cowan was compli presented March 19 and 20 at the
were pleased to meet and hear
Dr. Brouwer and his wife, who mented with a surprise stork Rockland Community Building.
Ad net proceeds Business Manwas a soeciai guest. Mrs. Leah show’er for her new little daughter
Prooks club president, presided on Thursday evening at the home agei Harold Look annonuced will
over the business meeting ar.d of Mrs. Samuel Collins. Samoset be turned over to the citizens rec
plAns were made to hold a cooked Road. Assisting Mrs. Collins were reation committee, earmarked for
food sale on Saturday. Feb. 8 in Mrs. Walter Gay Mrs. David Bick purchase of wading pools for the
the lobby of the Thorndike Hotel nell and Mrs. Ralph Hopkins. The North and South Schools. A Guild
with Mrs. Vivian Whittier as honored guest was presented with steering committee meeting at June
chairman. The date of March many dainty gifts and buffet lurch- Champlin's selected chairmen for
4 was set for a public card party eon w’as served from an attractively pr oduction jobs. Previously named
Guests piesent Director Harold Look chose George
at the Rockland heme of Mrs. appointed table.
Brooks at 558 Main street. Table were. Mrs. Clyde Pease. Mrs. Wil Sleeper as his assistant director
reservations may be made with liam Karl Mrs. Donald Parker. for the play. John Suiides will be
any club member.
The next Mrs. Lawrence Plummer. Mrs. stage manager; Dick Savage
meeting wall be a luncheon meet Fiancis Orne, Mis. Charles Call. drama coach at Camden High
Mrs. Ralph Post, Mrs. Everett School and Peg Sleeper of Cres
ing at the Hotel on Feb. 11.
Spear, Mrs. Christy Adams Mrs. cent Beach will co-chairmen the be
All remaining dresses one-half Raymond Anderson, Mrs. Joseph tween the acts “Olio’s” in typical
price, nice half sizes included Lamb. Mrs. Paul Huber, Mis. Irv melodrama format. Graham Rush
Lucien K. Green and Son. 18 School ing McConchie Mis. Ralph Stevens will act as master of ceremonies
for these between the act enter
Street, City.
12-14 and Mrs. Reginald Dews.
tainers while Joe Emery seeks
to repair the make-up of the players
backstage. Eva Rogers is the as^igned prompter and other assign
ments are being delegated by the
individual chairmen.
In the business end of things
June Champlin is general chairman
and will supervise tickets, pro
grams, and publicity. Named as
the ticket chairman was Ruth
Rogers who will ask PTA help.
Program co-chairmen are John
Breen and E. Allen Gordon who'
also represent the Legion in the
same capacity.
Rockland High School has been
asked to supply usherettes from the
Thespian Society.
Look annonuced a tentative date
of February 13th at the Pares-

Nothing apparently having been
scheduled at this time, the Knox
Theater Guild will present, “Pu^e
as the Driven Snow”, a melo
drama, at the Community Build
ing on Wednesday and Thursday,
March 19 and 20 at 8.15 p. m.
i
Photo by Shear
This production is the local !
Mrs. Leslie A. Hall, left, hands the gavel of office to three new members of the Anderson Auxiliary
contribution of the Knox Theater of the Sons of Vnion Veterans Auxiliary Wednesday night. From second left to right: Mrs. Frank I. Win
Guild to the wading pool project chenbach. Jr., president; Mrs. Annie Nye, vice president; and Mrs. Harold B. Thompson, treasurer.
of the Citizens Recreation Com
Mrs Leslie A. Hall of Camden, Arthur W. Marsh of Rockland, land, color guards; Mrs. Georgia
mittee in support of the State
the department president, instal secretary; Mrs. Amelia Carter of M. Rackliffe and Mrs. Jesse T.
wide
Community
Achievement
Rockland, guide; Mrs. Frances Carroll of Rockland, trustees.
Progi-am of the Business and led Mrs. Frank I. Winchenbach, Gist of Warren, assistant guide;
On the installing team were:
Jr.,
of
Rockland,
president
of
the
Professional Women’s Clubs in !
: and Mrs. Sara Sawyer of Rock Mrs. Arthur Walker of Camden,
conjunction with the Maine De- | Anderson Auxiliary, the Sons of
land, chaplain.
chaplain; Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal of
partment of Economic Develop- i Union Veterans, at the Grand
Mrs. Bernice Hatch of Warren, Rockland, guide; Mrs. Andrew J.
ment.
Army Hall in Rockland Wednes patriotic instructor; Mrs. Cath Richardson of Rockland, assistant
As this is for the benefit of the day night.
erine C. Libby of Rockland, out guide; and Mrs. Bertie F. Smith
children of our community, it is 1 Other officers installed were: side guard; Mrs. Ralph B. Feyler and Mrs. Theodosia Foster, both
heped that the cooperation of Mrs. Annie Nye of Rockland, vice of Rockland, inside guard.
of Rockland, guards.
Rockland organizations will be president; Mrs. Harold M. Thomp
Mrs. Hattie Vinal of Thomaston,
Refreshments were served fol
given freely and the dates of son of Rockland, treasurer; Mrs. and Miss Alice Smalley of Rock- lowing the ceremonies.
March 19 and 20 will be left open
for this cause.
j and The Courier-Gazette are both
The Rounds Group of the Con-1 Mrs. Irving Smith will enter
June R. Champlin, Jr., j willing and desirous of having gregational Church will meet Wed tain Club ’53 Tuesday night at 7.30
General Chairman of the Pro your due dates made known and nesday at 7.30 in the church parlors at her home in Owls Head. All
duction “Pure as the Driven filed ahead of time for your infor with Mrs. Joseph Emery, Mrs. members are urged to attend to
Snow.”
mation; it would help us all. Why Frederick Cates and Mrs. Merton make
arrangements
for
the
P.S. The Chamber of Commerce won’t you do it?
Anthony as hostesses
classes first reunion.

shine

dries clothes indeers
at any time!
With an automatic clothes dryer, you’re never at the mercy of the
weather when wash-day comes ’round. No need to worry about
your clothes being drenched by rain, tattered by whipping winds,

or faded by a broiling sun.
Just pop your things into this modem work-saver,
then go about your other tasks, or relax,
while the clothes dry spotlessly clean.

Wash whenever you please—at any time of day or night.
Many housewives find their automatic dryer so convenient

that they wash out a few things every day
and keep the laundry from piling up.

See year eieefrie appliance dealer

